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In the Matter of the ESTATE OF
Marshall G. GARDINER,
Deceased.
No. 85,030.
Supreme Court of Kansas.
March 15, 2002.

After father died intestate, son petitioned for letters of administration, naming
himself as sole heir, and claiming that marriage between father and post-operative
male-to-female transsexual was void. The
Leavenworth District Court, Gunnar A.
Sundby, J., granted summary judgment to
son and denied partial summary judgment to
transsexual. Transsexual appealed. The
Court of Appeals, 29 Kan.App.2d 92, 22 P.3d
1086, reversed and remanded. On son’s petition for review, the Supreme Court, Allegrucci, J., held that: (1) a post-operative male-tofemale transsexual is not a woman within the
meaning of the statutes recognizing marriage, and (2) a marriage between a postoperative male-to-female transsexual and a
man is void as against public policy.
Affirmed in part, and reversed in part.

IN RE ESTATE OF GARDINER
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The opinion of the court was delivered by
ALLEGRUCCI, J.
J’Noel Gardiner appealed from the district
court’s entry of summary judgment in favor
of Joseph M. Gardiner, III, (Joe) in the
probate proceeding of Marshall G. Gardiner.
The district court had concluded that the
marriage between Joe’s father, Marshall, and
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J’Noel, a post-operative male-to-female
transsexual, was void under Kansas law.
The Court of Appeals reversed and remanded for the district court’s determination
whether J’Noel was male or female at the
time the marriage license was issued. See
In re Estate of Gardiner, 29 Kan.App.2d 92,
22 P.3d 1086 (2001). The Court of Appeals
directed the district court to consider a number of factors in addition to chromosomes.
Joe’s petition for review of the decision of the
Court of Appeals was granted by this court.
The following facts regarding J’Noel’s personal background are taken from the opinion
of the Court of Appeals:
‘‘J’Noel was born in Green Bay, Wisconsin. J’Noel’s original birth certificate indicates J’Noel was born a male. The record
shows that after sex reassignment surgery,
J’Noel’s birth certificate was amended in
Wisconsin, pursuant to Wisconsin statutes,
to state that she was female. J’Noel argued that the order drafted by a Wisconsin
court directing the Department of Health
and Social Services in Wisconsin to prepare a new birth record must be given full
faith and credit in Kansas.
‘‘Marshall was a businessman in northeast Kansas who had accumulated some
wealth. He had one son, Joe, from whom
he was estranged. Marshall’s wife had
died some time before he met J’Noel.
There is no evidence that Marshall was not
competent. Indeed, both Marshall and
J’Noel possessed intelligence and real
world experience. J’Noel had a Ph.D in
finance and was a teacher at Park College.
‘‘J’Noel met Marshall while on the faculty at Park College in May 1998. Marshall
was a donor to the school. After the third
or fourth date, J’Noel testified that Marshall brought up marriage. J’Noel wanted
to get to know Marshall better, so they
went to Utah for a trip. When asked
about when they became sexually intimate,
J’Noel testified that on this trip, Marshall
had an orgasm. J’Noel stated that sometime in July 1998, Marshall was told about
J’Noel’s prior history as a male. The two
were married in Kansas on September 25,
1998.

‘‘There is no evidence in the record to
support Joe’s suggestion that Marshall did
not know about J’Noel’s sex reassignment.
It had been completed years before Marshall and J’Noel met. Nor is there any
evidence that Marshall and J’Noel were
not compatible.
‘‘Both parties agree that J’Noel has gender dysphoria or is a transsexual. J’Noel
agrees that she was born with male genitalia. In a deposition, J’Noel testified that
she was born with a ‘birth defect’—a penis
and testicles. J’Noel stated that she
thought something was ‘wrong’ even prepuberty and that she viewed herself as a
girl but had a penis and testicles.
‘‘J’Noel’s journey from perceiving herself as one sex to the sex her brain suggests she was, deserves to be detailed. In
1991 and 1992, J’Noel began electrolysis
and then thermolysis to remove body hair
on the face, neck, and chest. J’Noel was
married at the time and was married for 5
years. Also, beginning in 1992, J’Noel began taking hormones, and, in 1993, she had
a tracheal shave. A tracheal shave is surgery to the throat to change the voice. All
the while, J’Noel was receiving therapy
and counseling.
‘‘In February 1994, J’Noel had a bilateral orchiectomy to remove the testicles.
J’Noel also had a forehead/eyebrow lift at
this time and rhinoplasty. Rhinoplasty refers to plastic surgery to alter one’s nose.
In July 1994, J’Noel consulted with a psychiatrist, who opined that there were no
signs of thought disorder or major affective disorder, that J’Noel fully understood
the nature of the process of transsexual
change, and that her life history was consistent with a diagnosis of transsexualism.
The psychiatrist recommended to J’Noel
that total sex reassignment was the next
appropriate step in her treatment.
‘‘In August 1994, J’Noel underwent further sex reassignment surgery. In this
surgery, Eugene Schrang, M.D., J’Noel’s
doctor, essentially cut and inverted the
penis, using part of the skin to form a
female vagina, labia, and clitoris. Dr.
Schrang, in a letter dated October 1994,
stated that J’Noel has a ‘fully functional

IN RE ESTATE OF GARDINER
Cite as 42 P.3d 120 (Kan. 2002)

vagina’ and should be considered ‘a functioning, anatomical female.’ In 1995,
J’Noel also had cheek implants. J’Noel
continues to take hormone replacements.
TTTT
‘‘After the surgery in 1994, J’Noel petitioned the Circuit Court of Outagamie
County, Wisconsin, for a new birth certificate which would reflect her new name as
J’Noel Ball and sex as female. The court
issued a report ordering the state registrar
to make these changes and issue a new
birth certificate. A new birth certificate
was issued on September 26, 1994. The
birth certificate indicated the child’s name
as J’Noel Ball and sex as female. J’Noel
also has had her driver’s license, passport,
and health documents changed to reflect
her new status. Her records at two universities have also been changed to reflect
her new sex designation.’’ 29 Kan.App.2d
at 96–98, 22 P.3d 1086.
Before meeting Marshall, J’Noel was married to S.P., a female. J’Noel and S.P. met
and began living together in 1980, while
J’Noel was in college. They married in 1988.
J’Noel testified she and S.P. engaged in heterosexual relations during their relationship.
J’Noel believed she was capable of fathering
children, and the couple used birth control so
S.P. would not become pregnant. J’Noel and
S.P. divorced in May 1994.
J’Noel Ball and Marshall Gardiner were
married in Kansas in September 1998. Marshall died intestate in August 1999. This
legal journey started with Joe filing a petition for letters of administration, alleging
that J’Noel had waived any rights to Marshall’s estate. J’Noel filed an objection and
asked that letters of administration be issued
to her. The court then appointed a special
administrator. Joe amended his petition, alleging that he was the sole heir in that the
marriage between J’Noel and Marshall was
void since J’Noel was born a man. J’Noel
argues that she is a biological female and was
at the time of her marriage to Marshall.
There is no dispute that J’Noel is a transsexual.
According to Stedman’s Medical Dictionary 1841 (26th ed.1995), a transsexual is a
‘‘person with the external genitalia and sec-
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ondary sexual characteristics of one sex, but
whose personal identification and psychosocial configuration is that of the opposite sex;
a study of morphologic, genetic, and gonadal
structure may be genitally congruent or incongruent.’’ A post-operative transsexual,
such as J’Noel, is a person who has undergone medical and surgical procedures to alter
‘‘external sexual characteristics so that they
resemble those of the opposite sex.’’ Stedman’s Med. Dict. 1841 (26th ed.1995). The
external sexual characteristics may include
genitalia, body and facial hair, breasts, voice,
and facial features.
Joe opposed J’Noel’s receiving a spousal
share of Marshall’s estate on several
grounds-waiver, fraud, and void marriage in
that J’Noel remained a male for the purpose
of the ‘‘opposite sex’’ requirement of K.S.A.
2001 Supp. 23–101.
On cross-motions for summary judgment,
the district court denied J’Noel’s motion by
declining to give full faith and credit to
J’Noel’s Wisconsin birth certificate, which
had been amended as to sex and name.
Joe’s waiver argument was based on a writing that purports to waive J’Noel’s interests
in Marshall’s property. The district court
declined to conclude as a matter of law that
the writing constituted a waiver. The factual
issue of fraud was not decided on summary
judgment. The district court granted Joe’s
motion with regard to the validity of the
marriage on the ground that J’Noel is a
male.
J’Noel appealed from the district court’s
entry of summary judgment against her and
in Joe’s favor. Joe did not cross-appeal.
The Court of Appeals affirmed the district
court’s ruling denying J’Noel’s motion for
summary judgment. J’Noel did not file a
cross-petition for review of that ruling, and it
is not before this court. Since Joe did not
file a cross-appeal of the district court’s decision on waiver and fraud, those issues are
likewise not before the court. The sole issue
for review is whether the district court erroneously entered summary judgment in favor
of Joe on the ground that J’Noel’s marriage
to Marshall was void.
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On the question of validity of the marriage
of a post-operative transsexual, there are two
distinct ‘‘lines’’ of cases. One judges validity
of the marriage according to the sexual classification assigned to the transsexual at birth.
The other views medical and surgical procedures as a means of unifying a divided sexual
identity and determines the transsexual’s
sexual classification for the purpose of marriage at the time of marriage. The essential
difference between the two approaches is the
latter’s crediting a mental component, as well
as an anatomical component, to each person’s
sexual identity.
Among the cases brought to the court’s
attention not recognizing a mental component or the efficacy of medical and surgical
procedures are Corbett v. Corbett, 2 All E.R.
33 (1970); In re Ladrach, 32 Ohio Misc.2d 6,
513 N.E.2d 828 (1987); and Littleton v.
Prange, 9 S.W.3d 223 (Tex.Civ.App.1999),
cert. denied 531 U.S. 872, 121 S.Ct. 174, 148
L.Ed.2d 119 (2000). Recognizing them are
M.T. v. J.T., 140 N.J.Super. 77, 355 A.2d 204,
cert. denied 71 N.J. 345, 364 A.2d 1076
(1976); and In re Kevin, FamCA 1074 (File
No. SY8136 OF 1999, Family Court of Australia, at Sydney, 2001).
The district court, in the present case,
relied on Littleton. The Court of Appeals
relied on M.T. In re Kevin was decided after
the Court of Appeals issued its opinion, and
it cites In re Estate of Gardiner with approval; review of that case by the full Family
Court of Australia has been heard, but an
opinion has not yet been issued.
Littleton was the source for the district
court’s language and reasoning. The Texas
court’s statement of the issue was: ‘‘[C]an a
physician change the gender of a person with
a scalpel, drugs and counseling, or is a person’s gender immutably fixed by our Creator
at birth?’’ 9 S.W.3d at 224. For what purported to be its findings of fact, the district
court restated the Texas court’s conclusions
nearly verbatim (See 9 S.W.3d at 230–31):
‘‘Medical science recognizes that there
are individuals whose sexual self-identity is
in conflict with their biological and anatomical sex. Such people are termed transsexualsTTTT

‘‘[T]ranssexuals believe and feel they are
members of the opposite sexTTTT J’Noel is
a transsexual.
‘‘[T]hrough surgery and hormones, a
transsexual male can be made to look like
a woman, including female genitalia and
breasts. Transsexual medical treatment,
however, does not create the internal sexual organs of a woman, except for the vaginal canal. There is no womb, cervix or
ovaries in the post-operative transsexual
female.
‘‘[T]he male chromosomes do not change
with either hormonal treatment or sex
reassignment surgery.
Biologically, a
post-operative female transsexual is still a
maleTTTT
‘‘The evidence fully supports that J’Noel,
born male, wants and believes herself to be
a woman. She has made every conceivable
effort to make herself a female.
‘‘[S]ome physicians would consider
J’Noel a female; other physicians would
consider her still a male. Her female
anatomy, however, is still all man-made.
The body J’Noel inhabits is a male body in
all aspects other than what the physicians
have supplied.
‘‘From that the Court has to conclude,
and from the evidence that’s been submitted under the affidavits, as a matter of law,
she-J’Noel is a male.’’
The Court of Appeals found no error in the
district court’s not giving the Wisconsin birth
certificate full faith and credit. 29 Kan.
App.2d at 125, 22 P.3d 1086. With regard to
the validity of the marriage, the Court of
Appeals reversed and remanded for the district court’s determination whether J’Noel
was male or female, for the purpose of K.S.A.
2001 Supp. 23–101, at the time the marriage
license was issued. 29 Kan.App.2d at 127–
28, 22 P.3d 1086.
The Court of Appeals rejected the reasoning of Littleton ‘‘as a rigid and simplistic
approach to issues that are far more complex
than addressed in that opinion.’’ 29 Kan.
App.2d at 127, 22 P.3d 1086. The Court of
Appeals ‘‘look[ed] with favor on the reasoning and the language’’ of M.T. 29 Kan.App.2d
at 128, 22 P.3d 1086. The Court of Appeals
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engaged in the following discussion of the
decision in M.T.:
‘‘In M.T., a husband and wife were divorcing, and the issue was support and
maintenance. The husband argued that he
should not have to pay support to his wife
because she was a male, making the marriage void. The issue before the court,
similar to that before this court, was
whether the marriage of a post-operative
male-to-female transsexual and a male was
a lawful marriage between a man and a
woman. The court found that it was a
valid marriage. 140 N.J.Super. at 90 [355
A.2d 204].
‘‘In affirming the lower court’s decision,
the court noted the English court’s previous decision in Corbett. 140 N.J.Super. at
85–86 [355 A.2d 204]. The court rejected
the reasoning of Corbett, though, finding
that ‘for marital purposes if the anatomical
or genital features of a genuine transsexual are made to conform to the person’s
gender, psyche or psychological sex, then
identity by sex must be governed by the
congruence of these standards.’
140
N.J.Super. at 87 [355 A.2d 204]. Since the
court found that the wife’s gender and
genitalia were no longer ‘discordant’ and
had been harmonized by medical treatment, the court held that the wife was a
female at the time of her marriage and
that her husband, then, was obligated to
support her. 140 N.J.Super. at 89–90 [355
A.2d 204].
‘‘The importance of the holding in M.T.
is that it replaces the biological sex test
with dual tests of anatomy and gender,
where ‘for marital purposes if the anatomical or genital features of a genuine transsexual are made to conform to the person’s
gender, psyche or psychological sex, then
identity by sex must be governed by the
congruence of these standards.’
140
N.J.Super. at 87 [355 A.2d 204].
‘‘The M.T. court further stated:
‘In this case the transsexual’s gender
and genitalia are no longer discordant;
they have been harmonized through medical treatment. Plaintiff has become physically and psychologically unified and fully
capable of sexual activity consistent with
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her reconciled sexual attributes of gender
and anatomy.
Consequently, plaintiff
should be considered a member of the
female sex for marital purposes. It follows
that such an individual would have the
capacity to enter into a valid marriage
relationship with a person of the opposite
sex and did so here. In so ruling we do no
more than give legal effect to a fait accompli, based upon medical judgment and action which are irreversible. Such recognition will promote the individual’s quest for
inner peace and personal happiness, while
in no way disserving any societal interest,
principle of public order or precept of morality.’ 140 N.J.Super. at 89–90 [355 A.2d
204].
‘‘In M.T., the husband was arguing that
he did not owe any support because his
wife was a man. However, in the record,
it was stated that the wife had a sex
reassignment operation after meeting the
husband. Her husband paid for the operation. The husband later deserted the wife
and then tried to get out of paying support
to someone he had been living with since
1964 and had been married to for over 2
years.’’ 29 Kan.App.2d at 113–14, 22 P.3d
1086.
In his petition for review, Joe complained
that the Court of Appeals failed to ‘‘ask the
fundamental question of whether a person
can actually change sex within the context of
K.S.A. 23–101.’’ On the issue of the validity
of the marriage, Joe’s principal arguments
were that the Court of Appeals failed to give
K.S.A.2001 Supp. 23–101 its plain and unambiguous meaning and that the Court of Appeals’ opinion improperly usurps the legislature’s policy-making role.
K.S.A.2001 Supp. 23–101 provides:
‘‘The marriage contract is to be considered in law as a civil contract between two
parties who are of opposite sex. All other
marriages are declared to be contrary to
the public policy of this state and are void.
The consent of the parties is essential.
The marriage ceremony may be regarded
either as a civil ceremony or as a religious
sacrament, but the marriage relation shall
only be entered into, maintained or abrogated as provided by law.’’
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Joe’s principal argument is that the statutory phrase is plain and unambiguous. His
statements of the issue and his position, however, go beyond the statutory phrase to pin
down the time when the two parties are of
opposite sex. The plain and unambiguous
meaning of K.S.A.2001 Supp. 23–101, according to Joe, is that a valid marriage must be
between two persons who are of opposite sex
at the time of birth.
Applying the statute as Joe advocates, a
male-to-female transsexual whose sexual
preference is for women may marry a woman
within the advocated reading of K.S.A.2001
Supp. 23–101 because, at the time of birth,
one marriage partner was male and one was
female. Thus, in spite of the outward appearance of femaleness in both marriage
partners at the time of the marriage, it would
not be a void marriage under the advocated
reading of K.S.A.2001 Supp. 23–101. As the
Court of Appeals stated in regard to J’Noel’s
argument that K.S.A.2001 Supp. 23–101, as
applied by the district court, denied her right
to marry: ‘‘When J’Noel was found by the
district court to be a male for purposes of
Kansas law, she was denied the right to
marry a male. It logically follows, therefore,
that the court did not forbid J’Noel from
marrying a female.’’ 29 Kan.App.2d at 126,
22 P.3d 1086.
Joe’s fallback argument is that the legislature’s intent was to uphold ‘‘traditional marriage,’’ interpreting K.S.A.2001 Supp. 23–101
so that it invalidates a marriage between
persons who are not of the opposite sex; i.e.,
a biological male and a biological female.
Joe also contends that the legislature did
not intend for the phrase ‘‘opposite sex’’ in
K.S.A.2001 Supp. 23–101 to allow for a
change from the sexual classification assigned at birth.
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The district court stated that it had considered conflicting medical opinions on whether
J’Noel was male or female. This is not the
sort of factual dispute that would preclude
summary judgment because what the district
court actually took into account was the medical experts’ opinions on the ultimate question. The district court did not take into
account the factors on which the scientific
experts based their opinions on the ultimate
question. The district court relied entirely
on the Texas court’s opinion in Littleton for
the ‘‘facts’’ on which it based its conclusion of
law. There were no expert witnesses or
medical testimony as to whether J’Noel was
a male or female. The only medical evidence
was the medical report as to the reassignment surgery attached to J’Noel’s memorandum in support of her motion for partial
summary judgment. There was included a
‘‘To Whom It May Concern’’ notarized letter
signed by Dr. Schrang in which the doctor
wrote: ‘‘She should now be considered a
functioning, anatomical female.’’

Here, the district court’s conclusion of law,
based on its findings of fact, was that ‘‘J’Noel
is a male.’’ In other words, the district court
concluded as a matter of law that J’Noel is a
male and granted summary judgment on that
basis.
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The district court concluded as a matter of
law that J’Noel was a male because she had
been identified on the basis of her external
genitalia at birth as a male. The Court of
Appeals held that other criteria should be
applied in determining whether J’Noel is a
man or a woman for the purpose of the law
of marriage and remanded in order for the
district court to apply the criteria to the facts
of this case. In this case of first impression,
the Court of Appeals adopted the criteria set
forth by Professor Greenberg in addition to
chromosomes: ‘‘gonadal sex, internal morphologic sex, external morphologic sex, hormonal sex, phenotypic sex, assigned sex and
gender of rearing, and sexual identity,’’ as
well as other criteria that may emerge with
scientific advances. 29 Kan.App.2d at 127,
22 P.3d 1086.
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On appeal, J’Noel argues that the marriage is valid under Kansas law. However,
in the district court, J’Noel’s sole argument
was that the marriage was valid under Wisconsin law and Kansas must give full faith
and credit to Wisconsin law. In fact, J’Noel
argued that the validity of the marriage under Kansas law was not an issue in this case
and intimated the marriage would be prohibited under K.S.A.2001 Supp. 23–101. She
argued, in part:
‘‘The way that counsel for Joe Gardiner
portrayed this issue, I think, is perhaps
very clever and it’s probably something
that I would have done if I were in his
shoes. He said, can someone change their
sex? Does a medical doctor or a judge
have the right to change somebody’s sex?
‘‘And the answer to that may, in fact, be
no, but I think the more interesting question, and the question that’s really before
the Court is one which I think was addressed by Counsel, and that is—perhaps
that is an issue for the State legislature to
deal with. In Wisconsin the State legislature has clearly held this issue. The statute in Wisconsin is clear, and this statute
has been cited in the brief.
TTTT
‘‘However, we would urge the Court to
rule on our motion favorably with respect
to the sexual identity of Miss Gardiner and
we would urge the Court to rule that as a
matter of summary judgment she is, in
fact, a female entitled, under the listed
very narrow interpretation of Wisconsin
law.
TTTT

‘‘TTT Does this, in fact, make J’Noel
Gardiner a man-from a man to a woman?
‘‘I think the answer is, well, no, not
technically speaking, but we’re not talking
about technically. We’re talking about
that as a matter of law, not technically, not
talking scientificallyTTTT
‘‘In this case, the Wisconsin legislature
clearly contemplated a person who had
sexual reassignment surgery is allowed to
change her sexual identity in conformance
with the surgery that transpired.
TTTT
‘‘Going onto the sexual identity question,
I think that counsel for Joe Gardiner have
very cleverly tried to posture the questions
differently than it actually exists. This is
really a very simple, straightforward matter. The question is, does Kansas need to
give full faith and credit to the Wisconsin
statute and court order and the birth certificate that order created under Wisconsin
law?
‘‘I think the answer to that is clearly
yes. This Court is not being asked to
determine whether or not J’Noel Gardiner
is, in fact, a male or female. That is
simply not a matter that is before this
Court on this motion for summary judgment, and we would submit even at the
time of trial. Surgeons may testify as to
certain scientific facts and they may disagree as to whether or not that Miss Gardiner is, in fact, a male or a female.
TTTT
‘‘There is no need for this Court to make
a decision of whether or not Miss Gardiner
is in fact, a man or a woman. That’s
simply not a matter before this Court.
The issue is whether or not Wisconsin is
allowed to create their own laws and
whether those laws and those decisions
made by a Wisconsin tribunal and the administrative acts that follow that court order are in fact something that this Court is
bound to follow.
TTTT
‘‘[W]e’re not asking the Court to approve
or disapprove of issues that relate to transsexuals marrying. We really encourage
the Court to look at the very, very narrow
issue here.
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‘‘Clearly, there’s issues for the Kansas
legislature to look at, and I don’t think this
Court or any other Court in Kansas should
impose its own opinions on the legislature,
but I think this Court does have a responsibility to enforce the law as it applies in
other states to Kansas and give those other states full faith and credit.’’
[1, 2] The district court granted summary judgment, finding the marriage void
under K.S.A.2001 Supp. 23–101.
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structure and function that distinguish a
male from a female organism; the character
of being male or female.’’ Webster’s New
Twentieth Century Dictionary (2nd ed.1970)
states the initial definition of sex as ‘‘either of
the two divisions of organisms distinguished
as male or female; males or females (especially men or women) collectively.’’ ‘‘Male’’ is
defined as ‘‘designating or of the sex that
fertilizes the ovum and begets offspring: opposed to female.’’ ‘‘Female’’ is defined as
‘‘designating or of the sex that produces ova
and bears offspring: opposed to male.’’
[Emphasis added.] According to Black’s
Law Dictionary, 972 (6th ed.1999) a marriage
‘‘is the legal status, condition, or relation of
one man and one woman united in law for
life, or until divorced, for the discharge to
each other and the community of the duties
legally incumbent on those whose association
is founded on the distinction of sex.’’
[9] The words ‘‘sex,’’ ‘‘male,’’ and ‘‘female’’ in everyday understanding do not encompass transsexuals. The plain, ordinary
meaning of ‘‘persons of the opposite sex’’
contemplates a biological man and a biological woman and not persons who are experiencing gender dysphoria. A male-to-female
post-operative transsexual does not fit the
definition of a female. The male organs have
been removed, but the ability to ‘‘produce ova
and bear offspring’’ does not and never did
exist. There is no womb, cervix, or ovaries,
nor is there any change in his chromosomes.
As the Littleton court noted, the transsexual
still ‘‘inhabits TTT a male body in all aspects
other than what the physicians have supplied.’’ 9 S.W.3d at 231. J’Noel does not fit
the common meaning of female.
That interpretation of K.S.A.2001 Supp.
23–101 is supported by the legislative history
of the statute. That legislative history is set
out in the Court of Appeals decision:

[8] The words ‘‘sex,’’ ‘‘male,’’ and ‘‘female’’ are words in common usage and understood by the general population. Black’s
Law Dictionary, 1375 (6th ed.1999) defines
‘‘sex’’ as ‘‘[t]he sum of the peculiarities of

‘‘The amendment to 23–101 limiting marriage to two parties of the opposite sex
began its legislative history in 1975. The
minutes of the Senate Committee on Judiciary for January 21, 1976, state that the
amendment would ‘affirm the traditional
view of marriage.’ The proposed amendment was finally enacted in 1980.
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‘‘K.S.A. 23–101 was again amended in
1996, when language was added, stating:
‘All other marriages are declared to be
contrary to the public policy of this state
and are void.’ This sentence was inserted
immediately after the sentence limiting
marriage to two parties of the opposite
sex.
‘‘In 1996, K.S.A. 23–115 was amended,
with language added stating: ‘It is the
strong public policy of this state only to
recognize as valid marriages from other
states that are between a man and a woman.’ ’’ 29 Kan.App.2d at 99, 22 P.3d 1086.
The Court of Appeals then noted:
‘‘The legislative history contains discussions about gays and lesbians, but nowhere
is there any testimony that specifically
states that marriage should be prohibited
by two parties if one is a post-operative
male-to-female or female-to-male transsexual. Thus, the question remains: Was
J’Noel a female at the time the license was
issued for the purpose of the statute?’’ 29
Kan.App.2d at 100, 22 P.3d 1086.
We do not agree that the question remains. We view the legislative silence to
indicate that transsexuals are not included.
If the legislature intended to include transsexuals, it could have been a simple matter to
have done so. We apply the rules of statutory construction to ascertain the legislative
intent as expressed in the statute. We do
not read into a statute something that does
not come within the wording of the statute.
Joe Self Chevrolet, Inc. v. Board of Sedgwick
County Comm’rs, 247 Kan. 625, 633, 802 P.2d
1231 (1990).
In Ulane v. Eastern Airlines, Inc., 742
F.2d 1081 (7th Cir.1984), the federal district
court, like the Court of Appeals here, held
sex identity was not just a matter of chromosomes at birth, but was in part a psychological, self-perception, and social question. In
reversing the district court, the Seventh Circuit stated:
‘‘In our view, to include transsexuals within
the reach of Title VII far exceeds mere
statutory interpretation. Congress had a
narrow view of sex in mind when it passed
the Civil Rights Act, and it has rejected
subsequent attempts to broaden the scope

of its original interpretation. For us to
now hold that Title VII protects transsexuals would take us out of the realm of
interpreting and reviewing and into the
realm of legislating. See Gunnison v.
Commissioner, 461 F.2d 496, 499 (7th Cir.
1972) (it is for the legislature, not the
courts, to expand the class of people protected by a statute). This we must not
and will not do.
‘‘Congress has a right to deliberate on
whether it wants such a broad sweeping of
the untraditional and unusual within the
term ‘sex’ as used in Title VII. Only Congress can consider all the ramifications to
society of such a broad view. We do not
believe that the interpretation of the word
‘sex’ as used in the statute is a mere
matter of expert medical testimony or the
credibility of witnesses produced in court.
Congress may, at some future time, have
some interest in testimony of that type,
but it does not control our interpretation of
Title VII based on the legislative history
or lack thereof. If Congress believes that
transsexuals should enjoy the protection of
Title VII, it may so provide. Until that
time, however, we decline in behalf of the
Congress to judicially expand the definition of sex as used in Title VII beyond its
common and traditional interpretation.’’
742 F.2d at 1086.
[10, 11] We agree with the Seventh Circuit’s analysis in Ulane. It is well reasoned
and logical. Although Ulane involves sex
discrimination against Ulane as a transsexual
and as a female under Title VII, the similarity of the basic issue and facts to the present
case make it both instructive and persuasive.
As we have previously noted, the legislature
clearly viewed ‘‘opposite sex’’ in the narrow
traditional sense. The legislature has declared that the public policy of this state is to
recognize only the traditional marriage between ‘‘two parties who are of the opposite
sex,’’ and all other marriages are against
public policy and void. We cannot ignore
what the legislature has declared to be the
public policy of this state. Our responsibility
is to interpret K.S.A.2001 Supp. 23–101 and
not to rewrite it. That is for the legislature
to do if it so desires. If the legislature

STATE v. PETERSON
Cite as 42 P.3d 137 (Kan. 2002)

wishes to change public policy, it is free to do
so; we are not. To conclude that J’Noel is of
the opposite sex of Marshall would require
that we rewrite K.S.A.2001 Supp. 23–101.
Finally, we recognize that J’Noel has traveled a long and difficult road. J’Noel has
undergone electrolysis, thermolysis, tracheal
shave, hormone injections, extensive counseling, and reassignment surgery. Unfortunately, after all that, J’Noel remains a transsexual, and a male for purposes of marriage
under K.S.A.2001 Supp. 23–101. We are not
blind to the stress and pain experienced by
one who is born a male but perceives oneself
as a female. We recognize that there are
people who do not fit neatly into the commonly recognized category of male or female,
and to many life becomes an ordeal. However, the validity of J’Noel’s marriage to Marshall is a question of public policy to be
addressed by the legislature and not by this
court.
The Court of Appeals is affirmed in part
and reversed in part; the district court is
affirmed.
DAVIS, J., not participating.
BRAZIL, S.J., assigned.
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Defendant appealed. The Court of Appeals
reversed all convictions, except manufacture
of methamphetamine conviction, which it affirmed. Defendant filed petition for review.
The Supreme Court, Abbott, J., held that: (1)
statute defining offense of manufacture of
methamphetamine did not also criminalize
conduct of attempting to manufacture methamphetamine, and thus separate jury instruction on attempt was required; (2) title to
statute was not dispositive on issue of whether it criminalized attempted manufacture of
methamphetamine; (3) statute that prohibited manufacture of controlled substance or
controlled substance analog was not violated
by attempt to manufacture controlled substance; and (4) subsections of statute that
prohibited manufacture of methamphetamine
that referred to attempting to manufacture
simply effectuated same penalty for attempting to unlawfully manufacture as for actual
manufacture of controlled substance and did
not criminalize any specific conduct.
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THE PAGEANT
UNITED STATES of

America

PAGEANTS are designed to

encourage women to strive to ACHIEVE their hopes, dreams, goals, and aspirations, while
making them feel CONFIDENT and BEAUTIFUL inside and out! We believe the true
de nition of beauty is

" e unique set of combina ons at make you, You!" Our motto is to EMPOWER

Women, INSPIRE others, & UPLIFT everyone! We focus on women empowerment,
promoting positive self-image and advocating a platform of community service, which
allows our contestants to rise by lifting others. But more importantly we are an elite
sisterhood that gives support and encouragement to inspire each delegate to be the best
version of herself!

“ ere is no ol development, m e eﬀec ve an e empowerment of men”

-Ko Annan

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS & AREAS OF COMPETITION
As of January 1, 2019

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA'S TEEN
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS
1. Is between 13-17 years of age
2. Is a U.S. citizen or has been granted Permanent Residency by the United States
3. Is a resident, works, or goes to school in the state they are competing.
4. Is a natural born female.
5. Has never posed nude in lm or print media.
6. Is single, not married, has never been married & has never given birth.
AREAS OF COMPETITION
PRELIMINARY COMPETITION SCORING
Personal Interview- 50%
Fitness wear Competition- 25%

Fitness wear Competition- 25%
Evening Gown Competition- 25%
FINAL COMPETITION SCORING
Fitness wear Competition- 25%
Evening Gown Competition- 25%
Onstage Question- 50%

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA'S MISS
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS
1. Is between 18-28 years of age
2. Is a U.S. citizen or has been granted Permanent Residency by the United States
3. Is a resident, works, or goes to school in the state they are competing.
4. Is a natural born female.
5. Has never posed nude in lm or print media.
6. Is single, not married, & has never given birth.
PRELIMINARY COMPETITION SCORING
Personal Interview- 50%
Swim wear Competition- 25%
Evening Gown Competition- 25%
FINAL COMPETITION SCORING
Swim wear Competition- 25%
Evening Gown Competition- 25%
Onstage Question- 50%

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA'S MS.
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS
1. Is at least 29+ years of age or older
2. Is a U.S. citizen or has been granted Permanent Residency by the United States
3. Is a resident, works, or goes to school in the state they are competing.
4. Is a natural born female.
5. Has never posed nude in lm or print media.
6. Is single, divorced, widowed, with or without children

PRELIMINARY COMPETITION SCORING
Personal Interview- 50%
Swim wear Competition- 25%
Evening Gown Competition- 25%
FINAL COMPETITION SCORING
Swim wear Competition- 25%
Evening Gown Competition- 25%
Onstage Question- 50%

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA'S MRS.
ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS
1. Is at least 18 years of age or older
2. Is a U.S. citizen, married to a U.S. citizen or has been granted
Permanent Residency by the United States
3. Is a resident, works, or goes to school in the state they are competing.
4. Is a natural born female.
5. Has never posed nude in lm or print media.
6. Is legally married and living with with her spouse for at least 6 months.
PRELIMINARY COMPETITION SCORING
Personal Interview- 50%
Swim wear Competition- 25%
Evening Gown Competition- 25%
FINAL COMPETITION SCORING
Swim wear Competition- 25%
Evening Gown Competition- 25%
Onstage Question- 50%
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Shenoa L. Payne, OSB No. 084392
SHENOA PAYNE ATTORNEY AT LAW PC
805 SW Broadway, Ste 407
Portland, Oregon 97205
Phone: (503) 517-8203
spayne@paynelawpdx.com
Attorney for Plaintiff

IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
DISTRICT OF OREGON
PORTLAND DIVISION
ANITA NOELLE GREEN, an individual,
Plaintiff,

Case No.: 3:19-cv-02048
COMPLAINT

v.
MISS UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
LLC, a Nevada limited liability corporation,
d.b.a. United States of America Pageants;

Gender-Identity Discrimination
(ORS 659A.403)
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

Defendants.

Plaintiff alleges as follows:
INTRODUCTION
1.

Beauty pageants provide females opportunities for academic and professional

success locally, nationally, and internationally. Although criticized historically for objectifying
women, pageants have developed over history to primarily empower women. Although
comparisons of beauty and femininity remain central to the theme of pageants, pageants offer the
women who participate in them significant benefits, such as confidence building, team-building,
public-speaking skills, community service, and scholarship and professional opportunities. It is
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for these reasons that plaintiff began participating in pageant life in 2017, when she became the
first transgender contestant in the Miss Montana USA pageant, and the third transgender
contestant in the Miss Universe pageant program. Plaintiff has continued participating in
pageants, earning the title of 2019 Miss Earth Elite Oregon and participating in the Miss Earth
Elite National pageant.
2.

Unfortunately, however, plaintiff was excluded from participating in defendant's

pageant program due to an express discriminatory eligibility policy requiring contestants to be
"natural born female." This policy, intentionally designed to exclude the specific class to which
plaintiff belongs – transgender females – is discriminatory because it denied plaintiff the full and
equal advantages and privileges of defendant's services in violation of Oregon's public
accommodations law, ORS 659A.403.
DEFINITIONS
3.

Transgender female. A person whose gender identity as female differs from the

assignment of gender at birth.
4.

Cisgender female. A person whose gender identity as female correspondents

with their assigned gender at birth.
PARTIES
5.

Plaintiff Anita Noelle Green is an openly transgender female and, absent

defendant's discriminatory policies, at all relevant times qualified, and still qualifies, as a pageant
contestant for defendant's pageant program. Ms. Green was and is at all relevant times a resident
of Clackamas, Oregon.
:::
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Defendant Miss United States of America, LLC is a Nevada Limited Liability

corporation, doing business as "United States of America Pageants." Defendant operates or
manages beauty pageants for females throughout the United States, including in Oregon.
Defendant is incorporated in Nevada and its principle place of business is in Las Vegas, Nevada.
DIVERSITY JURISDICTION AND VENUE
7.

This Court has diversity jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §1332. Plaintiff and

defendant are citizens of different states and the amount in controversy exceeds $75,000
exclusive of interest and costs.
8.

Venue is proper in this District under 28 U.S.C. § 1391(b)(2). The events giving

rise to this Complaint occurred in this district.
PERSONAL JURISDICTION
9.

This Court has personal jurisdiction over defendant because defendant

purposefully directed its activities toward Oregon and/or purposefully availed itself of
conducting activities in Oregon; plaintiff's claims arise out of or relate to defendant's forumrelated activities, and the exercise of jurisdiction over defendant is reasonable.
10.

Defendant committed an intentional act of discrimination by adopting an express

discriminatory policy in violation of Oregon law, expressly aimed its discriminatory acts at
Oregon, which defendant knew likely would cause harm in Oregon and did cause harm to
plaintiff in Oregon.
11.

Defendant affirmatively targeted and continues to target Oregon residents to apply

to become an annual state titleholder for the State of Oregon in four divisions: "Teen, Miss, Ms.,
and Mrs." Defendant has a dedicated Oregon website page for "Miss Oregon" regarding how to
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apply with a dedicated Oregon email of Oregon@unitedstatesofamericapageants.com.
12.

Defendant had and continues to have a dedicated United States of America "Miss

Oregon" Facebook page. Defendant specifically targeted and continues to target Oregon
residents on Facebook.
13.

Defendant holds an annual pageant in Oregon each year to crown an Oregon

titleholder in each division. Defendant held an Oregon pageant in the fall of 2018 and 2019 and
is advertising for an Oregon pageant in October 2020.
14.

Defendants' employees and/or agents directly friended plaintiff on Facebook and,

via Facebook Messenger, encouraged plaintiff to participate in Oregon's 2019 pageant until
defendant learned plaintiff was transgender, at which time it enforced defendant's discriminatory
policy.
FACTUAL ALLEGATIONS
Defendant's Pageant Program
15.

Defendant's pageants are designed to "encourage women to strive to achieve their

hopes, dreams, goals, and aspirations, while making them feel confident and beautiful inside and
out." Defendant strives to empower women, inspire others, and uplift everyone. Defendant's
pageants focus on female empowerment, promoting positive self-image and advocating a
platform of community service. Defendant's pageants also promote community and "sisterhood"
among pageant participants.
16.

Defendant offers a prize package for the winner of the Oregon pageant in each

division, including but not limited to entry into the national pageant (valued at over $2000),
along with gear, equipment, and other prizes.
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Defendant's pageant program offers women the opportunity to boost their

confidence, improve their public speaking skills, have a voice in a public forum, gain public and
media exposure, engage in social and civic benefits, build their resume, earn scholarships, and
travel.
Defendant is a Place of Public Accommodation
Under Oregon Law
18.

Defendant is a business or commercial enterprise. Defendant is in the business of

advertising and charging contestants to participate in pageants.
19.

Defendant is a place or service that offers privileges or advantages to the female

public by providing opportunities for exposure to the public, civic and social benefits, speaking
platforms, personal achievement, confidence building, resume fodder, scholarships, media
exposure, and travel.
20.

Defendant is not in its nature distinctly private. Other than defendant's

discriminatory policy excluding transgender females, all United States citizens and residents who
are females over the age of 13 and who have never posed nude may compete in a pageant
division. Defendant's pageants in Oregon are open to all women who live, work, or learn in
Oregon. This is such a large segment of the female population that defendant's rules and
qualifications are so unselective that defendant can fairly be said to offer its services to the public
and is de facto open to the public.
Defendant's Discriminatory Policy
21.

Defendant's express eligibility qualifications require that participants must be a

"natural born female" to compete in defendant's pageants. Defendant's discriminatory policy
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applies to all divisions – Teen, Miss, Ms., and Mrs.
22.

Defendant intentionally enacted this policy to exclude and prevent transgender

females from participating in defendant's pageants and receiving the full and equal privileges and
advantages of defendant's services.
23.

Defendant's policy has no legitimate purpose other than to exclude and

discriminate against transgender females. Transgender females gain no physical or other
advantage in beauty pageants, including defendant's pageant program.
24.

In fact, even though other pageant programs include transgender females,

transgender females competing in such pageants have continued to struggle to gain achievements
and equality, and to be viewed as equally feminine and as beautiful as their cisgender peers. For
example, the Miss Universe pageant franchise ended its ban on transgender contestants in 2012;
however, there has been only one transgender titleholder in the entire world – Miss Universe
Spain.
25.

Despite defendant's stated policy that its pageants are "natural," defendant does

not strictly enforce this policy and has no rules against contestants altering their physical bodies
in any manner. Thus, the "natural born female" rule is not targeted at preventing surgical
enhancements. Rather, it is intended only to exclude, and is enforced only against, a specific
class of individuals – transgender females.
26.

Defendant's policy on its face is impossible to actually enforce, as it ignores that

biological sex is not binary (only male or female), and sex assignment at birth is not conclusive
evidence of the sex of a child because components of biological sex are more complex than
external genitals and includes chromosomes, genes, hormones, internal genitalia, gender identity,
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and secondary sex characteristics.
Plaintiff's Participation in Pageants
27.

On or about September 2017, plaintiff was the first openly transgender contestant

in the Miss Montana USA pageant and the third openly transgender contestant ever to compete
in a Miss Universe pageant program. Plaintiff's experience in the Miss Montana USA pageant
was positive, and she participated in the pageant again in 2018.
28.

Plaintiff is the 2019 Oregon Miss Earth Elite titleholder and in June 2019,

competed in the 2019 National Miss Earth Elite pageant in Las Vegas, Nevada.
29.

For plaintiff, participating in beauty pageants affirms her identity as a woman.

Plaintiff participates in pageants because they contribute to her sense of femininity and beauty.
However, pageants are much more than just competing on a stage with other women. Plaintiff
participates in pageants because they play a vital role in boosting her confidence, improving her
public speaking skills, making her feel heard, giving her a public platform in which to discuss
important social issues, and allowing her to be a positive and inspiring example to all women.
Defendant's Discrimination Against Plaintiff
30.

On or about December 2018, defendant, by and through its National Director,

Tanice Smith, sent a friend request to plaintiff on Facebook. Plaintiff accepted.
31.

On or about December 20, 2018, plaintiff contacted Ms. Smith via Facebook

Messenger and inquired about participating in defendant's pageants. Ms. Smith acknowledged
that plaintiff was an Oregon resident and invited plaintiff to participate in the 2019 Oregon
pageant.
:::
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Plaintiff then asked for a link to the pageant's rules. After viewing the rules,

which expressly require contestants to be "natural born females," plaintiff disclosed to Ms. Smith
that plaintiff is transgender.
33.

At that point, Ms. Smith informed plaintiff that defendant's pageant is a "natural"

pageant and that she would be happy to help plaintiff find another pageant program for which
she qualified. Plaintiff asked if defendant would be willing to change their policy, and Ms.
Smith represented that defendant would not.
34.

On or about January 19, 2019, plaintiff submitted an entry fee and application for

the "Miss" Division of defendant's pageants. Defendant immediately rejected plaintiff's
application and refunded plaintiff's entry fee.
Injury
35.

Defendant's unlawful conduct injured plaintiff and denied her full and equal

advantages and privileges in defendant's pageant program. Defendant's unlawful acts have
caused plaintiff significant noneconomic damages in the form of mental and emotional distress.
36.

Unless enjoined, defendant will continue to engage in the unlawful acts of

discrimination described above. Plaintiff has no adequate remedy at law. Therefore, plaintiff is
entitled to injunctive relief.
CLAIM FOR RELIEF
Gender-Identity Discrimination
ORS 659A.403
37.

Plaintiff realleges each and every paragraph above and incorporates them herein.

38.

Defendant is a place of public accommodation, as that term is defined in ORS

659A.400.
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Defendant unlawfully discriminated against plaintiff on the basis of plaintiff's

gender identity by denying plaintiff the full and equal advantages and privileges of defendant's
services.
40.

Plaintiff's gender identity was the sole or motivating factor of defendant's

unlawful conduct.
41.

Defendant's conduct has caused plaintiff noneconomic damages pursuant to ORS

659A.885.
42.

Plaintiff remains qualified and, absent the discriminatory policy, intends to

participate in defendant's pageant program. Plaintiff therefore is entitled to injunctive relief.
43.

Pursuant to ORS 659A.885 and ORS 20.107, plaintiff is entitled to her reasonable

attorney fees, costs, expert witness fees, and disbursements incurred in prosecuting this claim.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE, plaintiff prays that this Court provide trial by jury on all claims triable by
jury and a judgment providing the following relief:
1.

Declaring defendant's policy unlawful and in violation of ORS 659A.403;

2.

Awarding plaintiff her noneconomic damages in an amount to be determined at
trial;

3.

Awarding plaintiff her reasonable attorney's fees, costs, expert witness fees, and
disbursements;

4.

An order that:
a.

Requires defendant to removes its discriminatory eligibility policy
regarding "natural born females";
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Requires defendant to cease discrimination and exclusion of transgender
females; and

c.

Requires training of all employees and/or agents on compliance with
Oregon public accommodations law.

5.

Awarding plaintiff pre-judgment interest on all damages at the highest rate
allowed by law; and

6.

Granting such other and further relief as the Court deems just and equitable.
DEMAND FOR JURY TRIAL

Pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 38, plaintiff demands trial by jury in this action on all issues
triable by a jury.
DATED this 17th day of December, 2019.
SHENOA PAYNE ATTORNEY AT LAW, P.C.

By: s/ Shenoa L. Payne
Shenoa L. Payne, OSB No. 084392
805 SW Broadway, Ste 470
Portland, Oregon 97205
(503) 517-8205
spayne@paynelawpdx.com
Attorney for Plaintiff
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An Oregon Woman Is Suing a Beauty Pageant that Excludes
Transgender Contestants
wweek.com/news/2019/12/18/an-oregon-woman-is-suing-a-beauty-pageant-that-excludes-transgendercontestants/
By Elise Herron, Elise Herron

Last January, Anita Green signed up to compete in a Miss Oregon beauty pageant.
Green, 29, is a trailblazer on the pageant circuit. When she competed in her first pageant,
the 2017 Miss Montana USA contest , she was only the third openly transgender contestant
in the history of the Miss Universe program.
"This is about giving minorities a voice," Green says. "I believe I'm beautiful, and I want to set
an example for all women—cisgender and transgender—that beauty doesn't have to fit into
specific molds."
United States of America's Miss Oregon pageant organizers didn't agree. (United States of
America Pageants is a different organization from the one that operates Miss Montana USA,
even though both pageants bear patriotic initials.) They rejected Green's entry the same
1/6

month she applied, returning her $195 entry fee after the state pageant's director told her it
was a "natural" pageant.
Now she's suing in federal court, asking a judge to compel the pageant to allow her to
compete, as well as for unspecified monetary damages.
"I felt as though I was being invalidated," Green says. "I felt as though the organization was
saying I am not a woman and I'm not woman enough."
United States of America Pageants and its Miss Oregon director, Tanice Smith, declined to
comment on the lawsuit.
Green's case appears to be the first of its kind in Oregon. If she wins, it could establish a
legal precedent for Oregon and 20 other states with similar nondiscrimination laws,
requiring pageant organizers to allow transgender people to compete.
The lawsuit is part of a continued push for equality in the state, says Mikki Gillette, an
executive at Basic Rights Oregon, the state's leading LGBTQ advocacy group.
"The last decade or so has seen a real broadening of visibility for transgender people," says
Gillette, who is also a transgender woman. "But this kind of message that 'you're not really a
woman' is so harmful—for the person it's said to and for young people growing up, trying to
understand their place in the world."
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“This is about having my voice heard,” Green says. “That, to me, is what pageantry is about.” (Eva
Flis)

United States of America's Miss Oregon pageant, which takes place annually in Corvallis,
says on its website it is "designed to encourage women to strive to achieve their hopes,
dreams, goals and aspirations, while making them feel confident and beautiful inside and
out." State winners qualify to enter the national United States of America Miss pageant and
win a prize package valued at more than $2,000.
Green moved to Oregon from Montana in 2018, and in 2019 won Miss Earth USA's Elite Miss
Oregon contest. One year ago, she began corresponding on Facebook with United States of
America's Oregon pageant director.
According to Facebook messages acquired by WW, Green—who works for a video game
company—reached out to Smith, asking for more information about the pageant. Smith
sent a link with the pageant rules, and after reading them, Green responded, "You know I'm
transgender, right?"
"I did not," Smith wrote back. "Our rules and regulations allow same-sex marriage, however
this is a natural pageant."
Smith then offered to help Green find another pageant. Green asked if Smith would "be
willing to change the rules to allow transgender women to compete."
"Again," Smith wrote, "we would be happy to help you find a pageant that you qualify for,
however at this time we do not anticipate the rules changing."
"Well," Green responded, "I'll talk to my attorney about this then because discrimination is
unacceptable. This is clearly discrimination."
"I am sorry that you feel that way," Smith replied and ended the conversation. Smith
declined WW's request for comment on the exchange.
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On Dec. 16, Green sued in U.S. District Court. Her lawsuit, filed by Portland lawyer Shenoa
Payne, argues United States of America Pageants, which hosts pageants across the nation
and is headquartered in Nevada, unlawfully discriminated against Green by excluding her
from its Miss Oregon pageant because of her gender identity. It seeks to require the
pageant to change its rules; to cease the exclusion of transgender women; to require
training of pageant staff on Oregon's public accommodation law; and to award Green
damages "in an amount to be determined at trial."
According to United States of America Pageants' rules, which are listed on its website,
entrants—in addition to being single and never having "posed nude in film or print
media"—are required to be "natural born female."
"This policy" the lawsuit reads, "intentionally designed to exclude the specific class to which
the plaintiff [Green] belongs—transgender females—is discriminatory because it denied the
plaintiff the full and equal advantages and privileges of the defendant's [United States of
America Pageants] services in violation of Oregon's public accommodation law."
The suit argues that because the pageant is open to the public, barring Green from entering
is legally the same as a hotel denying her a room or a restaurant refusing to serve her.
It also argues that although the pageant requires entrants to be "natural," it does not
exclude women who have undergone plastic surgery.
"Rather," the lawsuit reads, "it is intended only to exclude, and is enforced only against, a
specific class of individuals—transgender females."
It's only in the past decade that openly transgender beauty pageant contestants have begun
to gain footing among their cisgender peers. In 2012, the Miss Universe program ended its
ban on transgender entrants after the threat of a lawsuit. Since then, there has been only
one transgender titleholder, Miss Universe Spain in 2015.
Green's desired outcome? She still hopes to compete in United States of America's Miss
Oregon pageant.
"This is about justice and it's about righting a wrong," Green says. "No matter what anyone
thinks about pageants, trans women should have the choice to compete just like anyone
else."
5/6
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Darlene JESPERSEN, Plaintiff–
Appellant,
v.
HARRAH’S OPERATING COMPANY,
INC., Defendant–Appellee.
No. 03–15045.
United States Court of Appeals,
Ninth Circuit.
Argued and Submitted Dec. 3, 2003.
Filed Dec. 28, 2004.
Background: Female bartender at casino
terminated for refusing to wear makeup
sued employer for sex discrimination under Title VII, alleging both disparate
treatment and disparate impact, and asserted claims under state law. On employer’s motion for summary judgment, the
United States District Court for the District of Nevada, Edward C. Reed, Jr., J.,
280 F.Supp.2d 1189, granted motion in
part. Employee appealed.
Holding: The Court of Appeals, Tashima,
Circuit Judge, held that bartender failed to
establish that grooming policy imposed
greater burden on female bartenders than
on male bartenders.
Affirmed.
Thomas, Circuit Judge, dissented and filed
opinion.

2. Civil Rights O1177
Female bartender at casino who was
terminated for refusing to wear makeup,

Before: TASHIMA, THOMAS, and
SILVERMAN, Circuit Judges.

JESPERSEN v. HARRAH’S OPERATING CO., INC.
Cite as 392 F.3d 1076 (9th Cir. 2004)

TASHIMA, Circuit Judge:
Plaintiff Darlene Jespersen, a bartender
at Harrah’s Casino in Reno, Nevada,
brought this Title VII action alleging that
her employer’s policy requiring that certain female employees wear makeup discriminates against her on the basis of sex.
The district court granted summary judgment for Harrah’s, holding that its policy
did not constitute sex discrimination because it imposed equal burdens on both
sexes. We have jurisdiction pursuant to
28 U.S.C. § 1291, and we affirm.
I.
The following facts are undisputed.
Darlene Jespersen was a bartender at the
sports bar in Harrah’s Casino in Reno,
Nevada, for nearly 20 years. She was an
outstanding employee. Over the years,
Jespersen’s supervisors commented that
she was ‘‘highly effective,’’ that her attitude was ‘‘very positive,’’ and that she
made a ‘‘positive impression’’ on Harrah’s
guests. Harrah’s customers repeatedly
praised Jespersen on employee feedback
forms, writing that Jespersen’s excellent
service and good attitude enhanced their
experience at the sports bar and encouraged them to come back.
Throughout the 1980s and 890s Harrah’s
encouraged its female beverage servers to
wear makeup, but wearing makeup was
not a formal requirement. Although Jespersen never cared for makeup, she tried
wearing it for a short period of time in the
1980s. But she found that wearing makeup made her feel sick, degraded, exposed,
and violated. Jespersen felt that wearing
makeup ‘‘forced her to be feminine’’ and to
become ‘‘dolled up’’ like a sexual object,
1.

The text of the appearance standards provides, in relevant part, as follows:
All Beverage Service Personnel, in addition
to being friendly, polite, courteous and responsive to our customer’s needs, must pos-
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and that wearing makeup actually interfered with her ability to be an effective
bartender (which sometimes required her
to deal with unruly, intoxicated guests)
because it ‘‘took away [her] credibility as
an individual and as a person.’’ After a
few weeks, Jespersen stopped wearing
makeup because it was so harmful to her
dignity and her effectiveness behind the
bar that she could no longer do her job.
Harrah’s did not object to Jespersen’s
choice not to wear makeup and Jespersen
continued to work at the sports bar and
receive positive performance reviews for
over a decade.
In February 2000, Harrah’s implemented its ‘‘Beverage Department Image
Transformation’’ program at 20 Harrah’s
locations, including its casino in Reno. The
goal of the program was to create a ‘‘brand
standard of excellence’’ throughout Harrah’s operations, with an emphasis on
guest service positions. The program imposed specific ‘‘appearance standards’’ on
each of its employees in guest services,
including heightened requirements for
beverage servers. All beverage servers
were required to be ‘‘well groomed, appealing to the eye, be firm and body toned,
and be comfortable with maintaining this
look while wearing the specified uniform.’’
In addition to these general appearance
standards applicable to both sexes, there
were gender-specific standards for male
and female beverage servers. Female
beverage servers were required to wear
stockings and colored nail polish, and they
were required to wear their hair ‘‘teased,
curled, or styled.’’ Male beverage servers
were prohibited from wearing makeup or
colored nail polish, and they were required
to maintain short haircuts and neatly
trimmed fingernails.1
sess the ability to physically perform the
essential factors of the job as set forth in the
standard job descriptions. They must be
well groomed, appealing to the eye, be firm
and body toned, and be comfortable with
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Harrah’s called its new appearance standards the ‘‘Personal Best’’ program. In
order to enforce the ‘‘Personal Best’’ standards, Harrah’s required each beverage
service employee to attend ‘‘Personal Best
Image Training’’ prior to his or her final
uniform fitting. At the training, ‘‘Personal
Best Image Facilitators’’ instructed Harrah’s employees on how to adhere to the
standards of the program and tested their
proficiency. At the conclusion of the training, two photographs (one portrait and one
full body) were taken of the employee
looking his or her ‘‘Personal Best.’’ Each
employee’s ‘‘Personal Best’’ photographs
were placed in his or her file and distributed to his or her supervisor. The supervisors used the ‘‘Personal Best’’ photographs
as an ‘‘appearance measurement’’ tool,
holding each employee accountable to look
his or her ‘‘Personal Best’’ on a daily basis.
Jespersen acknowledged receipt of the policy and committed to adhere to the appearance standards for her position as a beverage bartender in March 2000.
maintaining this look while wearing the
specified uniform. Additional factors to be
considered include, but are not limited to,
hair styles, overall body contour, and degree of comfort the employee projects while
wearing the uniform.
* * *
Beverage Bartenders and Barbacks will adhere to these additional guidelines:
Overall Guidelines (applied equally to
male/female):
1 Appearance: Must maintain Personal
Best Image portrayed at time
1 Jewelry, if issued, must be worn. Otherwise, tasteful and simple jewelry is permitted; no large chokers, chains or
bracelets.
1 No faddish hairstyles or unnatural colors are permitted.
Males:
1 Hair must not extend below top of shirt
collar. Ponytails are prohibited.
1 Hands and fingernails must be clean
and nails neatly trimmed at all times.
No colored polish is permitted.

Shortly thereafter, however, the ‘‘Personal Best’’ standards were amended such
that in addition to the existing appearance
standards, all female beverage servers (including beverage bartenders) were required to wear makeup.2 As before, male
beverage servers were prohibited from
wearing makeup. Because of her objection to wearing makeup, Jespersen refused
to comply with the new policy. In July
2000, Harrah’s told Jespersen that the
makeup requirement was mandatory for
female beverage service employees and
gave her 30 days to apply for a position
that did not require makeup to be worn.
At the expiration of the 30–day period,
Jespersen had not applied for another job,
and she was terminated.
After exhausting her administrative
remedies with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, Jespersen brought
this action alleging that Harrah’s makeup
requirement for female beverage servers
constituted disparate treatment sex discrimination in violation of 42 U.S.C.
§ 2000e–2(a) (‘‘Title VII’’). The district
1
1

Eye and facial makeup is not permitted.
Shoes will be solid black leather or
leather type with rubber (non skid)
soles.
Females:
1 Hair must be teased, curled, or styled
every day you work. Hair must be worn
down at all times, no exceptions.
1 Stockings are to be of nude or natural
color consistent with employee’s skin
tone. No runs.
1 Nail polish can be clear, white, pink or
red color only. No exotic nail art or
length.
1 Shoes will be solid black leather or
leather type with rubber (non skid)
soles.
2.

The amended policy required that ‘‘[m]ake
up (foundation/concealer and/or face powder,
as well as blush and mascara) must be worn
and applied neatly in complimentary colors,’’
and that ‘‘[l]ip color must be worn at all
times.’’

JESPERSEN v. HARRAH’S OPERATING CO., INC.
Cite as 392 F.3d 1076 (9th Cir. 2004)

court granted Harrah’s motion for summary judgment, holding that the ‘‘Personal
Best’’ policy did not run afoul of Title VII
because (1) it did not discriminate against
Jespersen on the basis of ‘‘immutable characteristics’’ associated with her sex, and (2)
it imposed equal burdens on both sexes.
Jespersen timely appealed from the judgment.
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III.
[1] Title VII prohibits employers from
discriminating against ‘‘any individual with
respect to TTT compensation, terms, conditions, or privileges of employment, because
of such individual’s TTT sex.’’ 42 U.S.C.
§ 2000e–2(a)(1). In order to prevail on a
Title VII disparate treatment sex discrimination claim, an employee need only establish that, but for his or her sex, he or she
would have been treated differently.
UAW v. Johnson Controls, Inc., 499 U.S.
187, 200, 111 S.Ct. 1196, 113 L.Ed.2d 158
(1991) (citing Los Angeles Dep’t of Water
& Power v. Manhart, 435 U.S. 702, 711, 98
S.Ct. 1370, 55 L.Ed.2d 657 (1978)). Although the employee must prove that the
employer acted intentionally, the intent
need not have been malevolent. Id. at 199,
111 S.Ct. 1196 (‘‘Whether an employment
practice involves disparate treatment
through explicit facial discrimination does
not depend on why the employer discriminates but rather on the explicit terms of
the discrimination.’’).3
[2] Pursuant to the ‘‘Personal Best’’
program, women are required to wear
makeup, while men are prohibited from
doing so. Women are required to wear
their hair ‘‘teased, curled, or styled’’ each
day, whereas men are only required to
maintain short haircuts. We must decide
whether these standards are discriminatory; whether they are ‘‘based on a policy

3.

Even if intentional discrimination is shown,
an employer can escape liability if sex ‘‘is a
bona
fide
occupational
qualification
[‘‘BFOQ’’] reasonably necessary to the normal

operation of that particular business or enterprise.’’ 42 U.S.C. § 2000e–2(e)(1). There is
no BFOQ issue on this appeal.
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which on its face applies less favorably to
one gender TTTT’’ Gerdom v. Continental
Airlines, Inc., 692 F.2d 602, 608 (9th Cir.
1982). If so, then Harrah’s would have
discriminated against Jespersen ‘‘because
of TTT sex.’’ 42 U.S.C. § 2000e–2(a)(1);
see id.
We have previously held that grooming
and appearance standards that apply differently to women and men do not constitute discrimination on the basis of sex. In
Baker v. Cal. Land Title Co., 507 F.2d 895
(9th Cir.1974), employees challenged their
employer’s rule banning men, but not
women, from having long hair. Id. at 896.
We concluded that grooming and dress
standards were entirely outside the purview of Title VII because Congress intended that Title VII only prohibit discrimination based on ‘‘immutable characteristics’’
associated with a worker’s sex. Id. at 897
(‘‘Since race, national origin and color represent immutable characteristics, logic dictates that sex is used in the same sense
rather than to indicate personal modes of
dress or cosmetic effects.’’); see also
Fountain v. Safeway Stores Inc., 555 F.2d
753, 755 (9th Cir.1977) (‘‘It is clear that
regulations promulgated by employers
which require male employees to conform
to different grooming and dress standards
than female employees is not sex discrimination within the meaning of Title VII.’’).
Because grooming and dress standards
regulated ‘‘mutable’’ characteristics such
as hair length, we reasoned, employers
that made compliance with such standards
a condition of employment discriminated
on the basis of their employees’ appearance, not their sex.
Our later cases recognized, however,
that an employer’s imposition of more
stringent appearance standards on one sex
than the other constitutes sex discrimination even where the appearance standards
regulate only ‘‘mutable’’ characteristics
such as weight. Gerdom, 692 F.2d at 605–

06. In Frank v. United Airlines, Inc., 216
F.3d 845 (9th Cir.2000) (en banc), a class of
female flight attendants challenged their
employer’s weight restrictions as a violation of Title VII because women were held
to more strict weight limitations than were
men. The employer insisted that all employees maintain a weight that corresponded to the ‘‘desirable’’ weight for their
height as determined by an insurance company table, but women were required to
maintain the weight corresponding to
women of ‘‘medium’’ build, whereas men
were permitted to maintain the weight corresponding to men of ‘‘large’’ build. Id. at
848. Citing Fountain, the employer argued that because the weight restrictions
were mere ‘‘appearance’’ standards, they
were not subject to Title VII. Id. at 854.
We rejected the employer’s argument,
holding that ‘‘[a] sex-differentiated appearance standard that imposes unequal burdens on men and women is disparate treatment that must be justified as a BFOQ.’’
Id. at 855; see also Carroll v. Talman Fed.
Sav. & Loan Ass’n, 604 F.2d 1028, 1032
(7th Cir.1979) (holding that employer’s policy requiring female employees to wear
uniforms but permitting male employees to
wear ‘‘appropriate business attire’’ of their
choosing was sex discrimination in violation of Title VII). Although employers are
free to adopt different appearance standards for each sex, they may not adopt
standards that impose a greater burden on
one sex than the other. Frank, 216 F.3d
at 855.
Although in Frank we characterized the
weight standards at issue as ‘‘appearance
standards,’’ id., we have, as yet, had no
occasion to apply the ‘‘unequal burdens’’
test to gender-differentiated dress and
grooming requirements. In Frank and
Gerdom, we were called upon only to compare the relative burdens of different
weight limitations imposed on male and
female employees. In those cases our task
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was simple because it was apparent from
the face of the policies at issue that female
flight attendants were subject to a more
onerous standard than were males. See
Frank, 216 F.3d at 854; Gerdom, 692 F.2d
at 608.
In order to evaluate the relative burdens
the ‘‘Personal Best’’ policy imposes, we
must assess the actual impact that it has
on both male and female employees. In
doing so we must weigh the cost and time
necessary for employees of each sex to
comply with the policy. Harrah’s contends
that the burden of the makeup requirement must be evaluated with reference to
all of the requirements of the policy, including those that burden men only, such
as the requirement that men maintain
short haircuts and neatly trimmed nails.
Jespersen contends that the only meaningful appearance standard against which the
makeup requirement can be measured is
the corresponding ‘‘no makeup’’ requirement for men. We agree with Harrah’s
approach. Because employers are permitted to apply different appearance standards to each sex so long as those standards are equal, our task in applying the
‘‘unequal burdens’’ test to grooming and
dress requirements must sometimes involve weighing the relative burdens that
particular requirements impose on workers of one sex against the distinct requirements imposed on workers of the other
sex.4
Jespersen contends that the makeup requirement imposes ‘‘innumerable’’ tangible
burdens on women that men do not share
because cosmetics can cost hundreds of
dollars per year and putting on makeup
requires a significant investment in time.
4.

Because the question is not presented on
this record, we do not need to define the
exact parameters of the ‘‘unequal burdens’’
test, as applied to personal appearance and
grooming. We do note, however, that this is
not an exact science yielding results with
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There is, however, no evidence in the record in support of this contention. Jespersen cites to academic literature discussing
the cost and time burdens of cosmetics
generally, but she presents no evidence as
to the cost or time burdens that must be
borne by female bartenders in order to
comply with the makeup requirement.
Even if we were to take judicial notice of
the fact that the application of makeup
requires some expenditure of time and
money, Jespersen would still have the burden of producing some evidence that the
burdens associated with the makeup requirement are greater than the burdens
the ‘‘Personal Best’’ policy imposes on
male bartenders, and exceed whatever
‘‘burden’’ is associated with ordinary goodgrooming standards. Because there is no
evidence in the record from which we can
assess the burdens that the ‘‘Personal
Best’’ policy imposes on male bartenders
either, Jespersen’s claim fails for that reason alone.
Jespersen cites United States v. Seschillie, 310 F.3d 1208, 1212 (9th Cir.2002), for
the proposition that ‘‘a jury can make determinations requiring simple common
sense without specific supporting evidence.’’ But Seschillie involved the entirely different question of whether jurors in a
criminal case could draw common-sense
inferences from the evidence without the
aid of expert testimony. Id. It cannot be
construed as relieving Jespersen of her
burden of production at the summary
judgment stage in a civil case. As the
non-moving party that bore the ultimate
burden of proof at trial, Jespersen had the
burden of producing admissible evidence
that the ‘‘Personal Best’’ appearance stanmathematical certainty. We further note that
any ‘‘burden’’ to be measured under the ‘‘unequal burdens’’ test is only that burden which
is imposed beyond the requirements of generally accepted good grooming standards.
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dard imposes a greater burden on female
beverage servers than it does on male
beverage servers. See Anderson, 477 U.S.
at 248, 106 S.Ct. 2505. She has not met
that burden.
Jespersen also contends that even if
Harrah’s makeup requirement survives the
‘‘unequal burdens’’ test, that test should be
invalidated in light of the Supreme Court’s
decision in Price Waterhouse v. Hopkins,
490 U.S. 228, 109 S.Ct. 1775, 104 L.Ed.2d
268 (1989). In Price Waterhouse, the Supreme Court held that an employer may
not force its employees to conform to the
sex stereotype associated with their gender as a condition of employment. Id. at
250–51, 109 S.Ct. 1775. When evaluating a
female associate’s candidacy for partnership in an accounting firm, decision makers
referred to her as ‘‘macho’’ and suggested
that she ‘‘overcompensated for being a
woman’’ by behaving aggressively in the
workplace. Id. at 235, 109 S.Ct. 1775.
The associate was advised that her partnership chances would be improved if she
learned to behave more femininely, wear
makeup, have her hair styled, and wear
jewelry. Id. Noting that ‘‘we are beyond
the day when an employer could evaluate
employees by assuming or insisting that
they matched the stereotype associated
with their group,’’ the Court held that the
employer’s discrimination against the associate because of her failure to conform to a
traditional, feminine gender stereotype
was sex discrimination in violation of Title
VII. Id. at 251, 109 S.Ct. 1775.
Following Price Waterhouse, we have
held that sexual harassment of an employee because of that employee’s failure to
conform to commonly-accepted gender
stereotypes is sex discrimination in violation of Title VII. In Nichols v. Azteca
Restaurant Enter., Inc., 256 F.3d 864 (9th
Cir.2001), a male waiter at a restaurant
sued his employer under Title VII for
sexual harassment. The waiter contended

that he was harassed because he failed to
conform his behavior to a traditionally
male stereotype. Id. at 874. Noting that
Price Waterhouse ‘‘sets a rule that bars
discrimination on the basis of sex stereotypes,’’ we concluded that the harassment
and abuse was actionable under Title VII
because the waiter was systematically
abused for failing to act ‘‘as a man should
act’’ and for walking and carrying his tray
‘‘like a woman.’’ Id. at 874–75. Similarly,
in Rene v. MGM Grand Hotel, Inc., 305
F.3d 1061 (9th Cir.2002) (en banc), we held
that a man stated a claim for sexual
harassment under Title VII where he alleged that he was the victim of assaults ‘‘of
a sexual nature’’ by his co-workers because
of stereotypical assumptions. Id. at 1068.
Although Price Waterhouse held that
Title VII bans discrimination against an
employee on the basis of that employee’s
failure to dress and behave according to
the stereotype corresponding with her
gender, it did not address the specific
question of whether an employer can impose sex-differentiated appearance and
grooming standards on its male and female
employees. Nor have our subsequent
cases invalidated the ‘‘unequal burdens’’
test as a means of assessing whether sexdifferentiated appearance standards discriminate on the basis of sex. Although
the precise issue was not before us, we
declined to apply Price Waterhouse to
grooming and appearance standards cases
when we rendered our decision in Nichols,
256 F.3d at 875 n. 7 (‘‘Our decision does
not imply that there is any violation of
Title VII occasioned by reasonable regulations that require male and female employees to conform to different dress and
grooming standards.’’). And while a plurality of judges in Rene endorsed an independent claim for gender-stereotyping sexual harassment, such a claim is distinct
from the claim Jespersen advances here.
She has presented no evidence that she or
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any other employee has been sexually harassed as a result of the ‘‘Personal Best’’
policy. In short, although we have applied
the reasoning of Price Waterhouse to sexual harassment cases, we have not done so
in the context of appearance and grooming
standards cases, and we decline to do so
here. We thus disagree with the dissent’s
assertion that ‘‘Jespersen has articulated a
classic case of Price Waterhouse discriminationTTTT’’ Dissent at 1084.
Finally, we note that we are, in any
event, bound to follow our en banc decision
in Frank, in which we adopted the unequal
burdens test. Price Waterhouse predates
Frank by more than a decade and, presumably, the Frank en banc court was
aware of it when it adopted the unequal
burdens test. Thus, Price Waterhouse
does not qualify as an ‘‘intervening decision’’ which could serve as a basis for
overruling Frank. See EEOC v. Luce,
Forward, Hamilton & Scripps, 345 F.3d
742, 744 n. 1 (9th Cir.2003) (en banc) (explaining that ‘‘[a] three-judge panel can
overrule a prior decision of this court
[only] when an intervening Supreme Court
decision undermines an existing precedent
of the Ninth Circuit, and both cases are
closely on point’’) (internal quotation
marks and citations omitted).
IV.
We hold that under the ‘‘unequal burdens’’ test, which is this Circuit’s test for
evaluating whether an employer’s sex-differentiated appearance standards constitute sex discrimination in violation of Title
VII, Jespersen failed to introduce evidence
raising a triable issue of fact as to whether
Harrah’s ‘‘Personal Best’’ policy imposes
unequal burdens on male and female employees.
The judgment of the district court is
AFFIRMED.
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Black girls

in District of Columbia schools, like girls across the
country, miss out on crucial class time simply because of the clothes
they wear or the style of their hair or makeup. Again and again, they
are suspended for tight pants, sent to the office for shoes that aren’t
quite the right color, and told they must “cover up” before they can
learn. Strict dress, uniform, and grooming codes do nothing to
protect girls or their classmates’ learning. Rather, these codes
needlessly interrupt their educations.
While all students disciplined
for dress code violations face
these interruptions, Black girls
face unique dress and hair code
burdens. For example, some
schools ban styles associated
with Black girls and women, like
hair wraps. Black girls also face
adults’ stereotyped perceptions
that they are more sexually
provocative because of their
race, and thus more deserving
of punishment for a low-cut shirt or short skirt. Girls who are more
physically developed or curvier than their peers also may be viewed
as more promiscuous by adults, which can lead to them being
punished more often for tight or revealing clothing.

Summary

of Findings

Dress codes also communicate to students that girls are to be
blamed for “distracting” boys, instead of teaching boys to respect
girls, correct their behavior and be more responsible. This dangerous
message promotes sexual harassment in schools.
The costs of dress codes are known all too well by students, but are
rarely considered a matter of important education policy. In order
to demonstrate the impact of dress codes, the National Women’s
Law Center undertook a city-wide exploration into young people’s
real experiences alongside 21 Black girls who attend or recently
attended schools in D.C. These girls represent 12 different public
schools, including charter schools and traditional public schools
(known as “District of Columbia Public Schools,” or DCPS).
Our findings are cause for grave concern. Plain and simple, D.C.
dress codes promote race and sex discrimination and pull students
out of the classroom for no good reason—often through illegal
suspensions. As a result, Black girls fall behind in school, which
threatens their long-term earning potential while also exacerbating
longstanding and widespread racial and gender inequalities.
In this report, we present some common problems with D.C. schools’
dress codes, how these rules affect Black girls, and ideas for how
schools and lawmakers can do better by all girls—but especially
the Black girls who make up the majority of female students in D.C.
schools. We hope that our findings will serve as a call to action for
D.C. educators and policymakers to support Black girls in school.

1

NWLC conducted

one-on-one and
small group interviews with Black girls who are
or have previously been enrolled in a D.C. public
middle or high school. Prior to the interviews,
the girls were given a written and verbal project
description and also given the opportunity to
opt in or out of participating in the project.
During the interviews, girls were asked about
their views, experiences, and suggestions
related to dress codes and asked to provide
feedback on policy proposals developed by
NWLC. Every interview session was recorded
and then transcribed. Not all interview
participants chose to become co-authors.
In addition to the interviews, the girls
were given the
opportunity to provide
written accounts of
their experiences.
Each girl was given
the chance to confirm
or edit her transcribed
account. Co-authors
determined how they
would be identified, including what names they
preferred and whether they wanted their ages
and schools listed. This report only includes
accounts confirmed by the co-authors. All coauthors were given a small stipend for their time
and thoughtful engagement in this report. One
middle school student co-author’s confirmation
was delayed because she was sent home
for wearing a dirty uniform the day of a
scheduled meeting.

Methodology

The girls range in age from 12 to 18. Some
students self-identified as lesbian or queer,
some self-identified as straight, and some did
not disclose their sexual orientation. Per
recommendations from partners, NWLC did
not ask students whether they were transgender
or cisgender but one participant self-identified
as transgender during her interview.
Additionally, NWLC conducted a qualitative
and quantitative analysis of D.C.’s public high
schools’ written dress code policies. This analysis
was of the most recent dress code policies
posted on the school’s website. Three high
schools did not have student or family handbooks
posted online. As a result, this analysis does not
include information on McKinley Technology
High School, Benjamin Banneker Academic
High School, or Anacostia High School beyond
information provided directly by students in
confirmed accounts.
The photographs in this report are pictures
of six co-authors in the clothing they get in
trouble for wearing at school.
2

Common
Problems with
D.C. School
Dress Codes
Dress and grooming codes in D.C. schools,
as well as their enforcement patterns, share
a number of common problems. These include:

Problems with Rules
		
		
		
		
		
		

• Rules that are overly strict
• Rules that require expensive purchases
•	Rules that punish kids for dressing
for the weather
•	Rules based in racial stereotypes
•	Rules based in sex stereotypes
•	Unclear rules

Problems with Enforcement
		
		
		
		
		

•	Discriminatory enforcement
•	Enforcement that promotes rape culture
•	Enforcement through physical touching
by adults, including school police
•	Shame-based punishments
•	Overly harsh and illegal punishments

3

Problems
with Rules
Overly Strict Rules
Many D.C. public schools have detailed dress codes that
ban forms of student expression that pose no threat to
classmates’ safety or ability to learn. Many of these rules
target “revealing” or “tight” clothing most often worn by
girls, like halter tops and miniskirts. Of D.C. high schools
with publicly accessible dress codes:
• 81 percent require a uniform
•	65 percent regulate the length of skirts
•	58 percent prohibit tank tops
•	42 percent ban tights and/or leggings
•	45 percent require students to wear belts
(and many specify the belts must be black)
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I had
ways dress
a dress code and they al
es, they made
coded people. Sometim
u didn’t have
you miss class because yo
sweater. That’s
the right shoes or right
dress codes.”
the downside to school
— Beatrice
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“One time, I came into school
with jeans that had holes in
them, and as soon as I walked
in at the metal detector they
told me to go to the principal’s
office. I was like, they’re just
holes. You can’t see anything.”
— Kristine Turner, 16

“A teacher made a girl pu
t on her jacket because

her school jersey was a
tan

k top.” — Eliska, 15

•	Students must wear appropriately sized
tan or khaki pants, shorts,or skirts.
•	Skirts and shorts must be worn no more
than two (2) inches above the knee.
•	Belts must be worn if there are belt loops
on the student’s pants, shorts, or skirts. . . .

The Following Are Prohibited:
•	Pants, shorts, or skirts that have patterns,
lace, polka dots, stripes, holes, or words.
•	Brightly colored tights, leg-warmers,
knee-high socks or fishnet stockings . . .
•	Undershirts that have patterns, lace,
polka dots, stripes, holes, or words.
•	Sleeveless or cut-off shirts, blouses,
dresses, or tank tops.
— Kipp DC College Preparatory Dress Code Policy

5
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Expensive

Rules

Some supporters of dress codes claim

that uniforms hide students’ financial differences.
Some even argue that uniforms are less expensive
for families. However, D.C. public schools’ policies
often require kids and their parents to purchase
expensive clothing that puts a strain on families
already struggling to make ends meet.

“

At my middle school, we had to go to Campus Outfitters to buy the
required uniform. I thought the uniforms were horrible. It consisted of
an ugly plaid skirt and these dreadful red sweaters. Campus Outfitters
sold many different school uniforms and I thought their prices were
expensive. Altogether, my family paid approximately $300 for
the entire uniform.” — Catherine G., 16,
Phelps A.C.E. High School

“I got to pay $25 dollars for a sweate
r, $20 dollars for each shirt I get, tha
t’s like
$100 dollars for four shirts.” — Phi
na Walker, 17, Thurgood Marshall
Academy
“The school dress codes are unfair because people can’t afford to keep buying
expensive special shirts and khaki pants. They could just let us wear a regular
t-shirt and some red pants. My mom was mad because it’s too much money.
My brother goes to Sousa Middle School, too. And each shirt costs $15 online.
That’s too much. And you have to pay to ‘dress down’ on Fridays—to not wear
the uniform. You have to pay $2 for one dress down pass. One day. One day.
The school should let us wear regular clothes throughout the school. Why do
you have to pay someone to actually wear clothes that we want to?”
— Kamaya, 12, Sousa Middle School
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WeatherDefiant
Rules

Many dress codes do not account for the weather.
Students are required to “cover up” during hot summer
months and are prohibited from wearing coats or outof-uniform sweaters during the winter—even when the
school building is inadequately heated. Forty-two percent
of D.C. public high schools with publicly accessible dress
code policies ban outerwear, like jackets and sweaters,
in school. Others place restrictions on the kinds of
outerwear students may wear.

“

During
the summer,
they always
harass girls
and make us
change.”
—Nasirah Fair,
17, Wilson
High
School

“We were not permitted to wear outerwear like jackets or coats
inside the school. When we went through the metal detectors all
outerwear had to be removed. The principal expelled one boy for
having a coat on. It was considered a security violation.”
— Catherine G., 16, Phelps A.C.E. High School

We can't
“wear ... any
outside coats
[inside] but the
school is freezing."”
— Ceon DuBose,
Phelps A.C.E.*
High School

tion can waive
“Outerwear cannot be worn during school hours. Administration discre
Campus Dress Code
this rule based on extenuating circumstances.” — Cardozo Education

8

*Phelps’ formal dress code
indicates students can wear
a uniform school jacket with
the Phelps logo, available for
purchase at additional cost,
indoors.

ur shoulders when it’s hot.
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What’s so attractive about sh
ational School
— Rosalie Ngatchou, 15, D.C. Intern

“

“

Last year, when we were in a temporary building, we had to transfer
from academic to arts block, so we had to wait for buses. It was really
hot that day and I took off my jean jacket because since we were outside;
inside, I was wearing a jacket. Since the shirt I had on underneath was
strapless, I got dress coded and I was told that I couldn’t wear that.
But I was outside and it was really hot. What do you expect?”
— Ayiana Davis, 16, Duke Ellington School of the Arts

MENTS ARE
“OVERSIZED COATS, JACKETS, AND OTHER OUTER-WEAR /GAR
S!”
NOT ALLOWED TO BE WORN IN THE CLASSROOM. NO EXCEPTION
code
dress
l
schoo
on
— Cardozo Education Campus flyer
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Rules
Based
in Racial
Stereotypes
Black people face

assumptions about who they
are and what they are like
based on racial stereotypes.
For example, traditionally Black
hairstyles and head coverings,
which often have specific
cultural or religious meaning,
are sometimess viewed as
“unprofessional.” These
stereotypes can influence
dress code policies, many of
which target students of color.
For instance, 68 percent of
D.C. public high schools that
publish their dress codes
online ban hair wraps or
head scarves.
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At my sister’s school,
“
black girls are told that
they shouldn’t wear
headwraps.”
— Nasirah Fair, 17,
Wilson High School

“The following clothing and/or personal
items are not permitted in Ellington’s
professional educational environment:
. . . No do-rags or baseball caps in the
building at any time for males or females.
No combs in hair.” — Duke Ellington
School of the Arts Dress Code Policy
High schools that ban
bandanas include:
• School Without Walls
• E
 .L. Haynes Public
Charter School
• LAYC YouthBuild
Public Charter School
• N
 ext Step Public
Charter School
• Paul Public Charter
School

“Apparently

we cannot

wear headwraps unless it’s for religious
purposes.* Because all my friends who are
Muslims are allowed to wear their hijabs
but because it’s a cultural [rather than
religious] thing we’re not allowed to do
that. And so a lot of students are upset
because they said that’s being culturally
insensitive. I agree.” — Fatimah, 17,
School Without Walls High School

* While School Without Walls’ formal dress code does ban
bandanas, the policy does not include an explicit ban on
headwraps. Many schools enforce rules that are not
memorialized in official policies.
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Rules
Based
in Sex
Stereotypes
Many schools across the country
have different dress codes for girls and
boys based on sex stereotypes (i.e., notions
about how people “should” act based on
their gender). For example, such stereotypes
may presume that girls should wear feminine
skirts, while boys should be active and athletic
in pants. These rules also can present obstacles
for transgender students whose schools do not
respect their gender identity, as well as nonbinary
and gender fluid students.* While DCPS formally
prohibits sex-specific rules, 35 percent of D.C. public
high schools with publicly accessible policies—including
some DCPS schools—have specific dress code
requirements for students based on their gender.

“

NOTE –
boys are not allowed
to wear earrings to
school. Gentlemen
with earrings will
be asked to remove
their earring(s) prior
to entering the
building.
NO EXCEPTIONS” —
Achievement
Prep Wahler Middle
School Dress Code
Policy
12
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may never sag
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— KIPP D.C.
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Preparatory S
licy
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*A non-binary person is someone who does not identify as a man or
a woman. A genderfluid person’s gender identity varies over time.

Even dress codes that
are the same for boys and
girls may nonetheless rely on—
and reinforce—sex stereotypes.
Often dress codes enforce backward
ideas about what makes a girl
feminine or “ladylike.”

“The dress code is targeted towards girls, such as [rules
requiring] fingertip-length bottoms and no shoulders
showing. However, boys are allowed to wear whatever they
please.” — Fatimah, 17, School Without Walls
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to wear shorts, but we’re allowed to wear
skirts.” — Phina Walker, 17,
Thurgood Marshall Academy

			

School rules that ban “revealing” or tight
clothing are also based in sex stereotypes
that girls should be modest. Often,
these rules are unclear, allowing
administrators to enforce their
own ideas about how much skin girls
should show. Rules prohibiting makeup
and nail polish are also based in a
narrow vision of how a “good”
girl presents herself.

“

er form of
For trans students and non-binary students, dress codes are just anoth
It’s traumatizing to
restriction. They also normalize cisgender and traditional roles and views.
-Sandrino, 17
be forced into clothes that don’t match your identity.” — Sage Grace Dolan
13

“They told us

at the beginning of the year that we
need to wear bras, which was gross.”
— Nasirah Fair, 17,
Wilson High School*

“NOT permitted:

make-up, lipstick,
colored-gloss, etc.”
— Jefferson
Middle School
Academy
Uniform
Policy

Ten percent of
D.C. public high
schools that
publish their
dress code
policies ban
students
from wearing
makeup.

“No face makeup . . . allowed.”
— Friendship Collegiate Academy Charter School
Dress Code Policy

“

You can’t have a certain length of fingernails. This girl would come
in with long cat nails and our dean would say, ‘You gotta take the nails
off.’ She would come through and at the end her nails would be gone.
The middle school tutor used to tell us we couldn’t wear lipstick, I guess
because we were in middle school. We were kinda young, you know,
trying weird lipstick and stuff, but it’s not that serious. You can’t tell us
what lipstick we can and cannot wear. She tried to say we couldn’t wear
no lipstick at all. Administrators try to be like your parent or something,
but I don’t go home with you at the end of the day. They said the lipstick
was distracting. The nails were just considered too grown. And they’d say
really short skirts were distracting. You get in trouble for that.”
— Kristine Turner, 16
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*Wilson High School’s formal dress code policy does not mention required bras.

Unclear
Rules

Unclear rules promote discrimination. Because they are open to
interpretation, they create too much room for unfair enforcement.
They are also hard for students to follow.

“Dyed hair or a hairstyle

that serves as a distraction—as determined in the sole
discretion of the school—is not permitted. . . . Clothing
must be sized appropriately to fit the Scholar. Clothes may
not be too big or too small. What is too big or small is determined in the sole discretion of Achievement Prep administration.” — Achievement Prep Dress Code Policy

“

Clothes that are inappropriate in size (too tight) or see-through
or expose undergarments may not be worn. Other inappropriate items
determined by a Thurgood Marshall Academy administrator will not
be allowed. Staff members will determine whether a student’s attire
complies with the dress code and will report any violations to the
Dean of Students. The Dean’s decision regarding dress code is final.”
— Thurgood Marshall Academy Dress Code Policy
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Problems with
Enforcement
Discriminatory
Enforcement

Black girls are 20.8 times more likely to be suspended

from D.C. schools than white girls. One reason for this
disproportionate punishment is that adults often see Black
girls as older and more sexual than their white peers, and so
in need of greater correction for minor misbehaviors like
“talking back” or wearing a skirt shorter than permitted.1
Race- and sex-based stereotypes result in unequal
enforcement of rules.

“At my school the dress code is more enforced on the
girls than boys. The girls get in trouble more often for ripped
jeans and tank tops but the boys usually don’t.”
— Christine Marhone, 16, D.C. International School

“

Yes, they really enforce their dress code especially
towards the girls. You never hear a boy [say], ‘Oh, y’all
got dress coded today, bro.’ I mean at Banneker, no,
it’s not about race, but it is by body type. Like the little
skinny girls can just wear what they want. I’m just being
honest. And then the girls with curves, like really curvy,
they just [say], ‘Oh, you’re showing too much, you’re
revealing so much.’ I have this friend she has no breasts,
no butt. She wears crop tops, mini skirts. It doesn’t
matter. They don’t care.” — Essence Kendall, 18, Charles
Herbert Flowers High School, previously attended
Banneker High School
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Three words to
describe your school’s
dress code:
“Unequally enforced,
bothersome, eh” — Eliska, 15
“Strict, ugly, extra”
— Kristine Turner, 16
“Racist, sexist, unfair”
— Samantha O’Sullivan, 17
“Silly, uncomfortable, expensive”
— Samaria Short, 13,
Sousa Middle School
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“

We have a dress
code but it’s more of
a casual [thing].
Basically you’re not
supposed to wear
anything shorter than
like your fingertip, so
you can wear shorts
and skirts, but they
have to be longer than
your fingertips and
you’re not supposed
to wear crop tops
or spaghetti straps.
People wear it all the
time and the biggest
problem is that
they enforce it based
on your body type
basically. So what,
two people be wearing the same thing
and then like if you,
if you’re like curvier
then they’ll tell you
to change because it
looks inappropriate.”
— Samantha
O’Sullivan, 17

“

I feel like when it
comes to girls they’re
like, ‘Oh, where’s your
belt, where’s
your belt?’ I’ve seen
boys that were in front
of me they didn’t even
ask where his belt
was. It was just let him
go through.” — Phina
Walker, 17, Thurgood
Marshall
18

“I don't get why no one says

anything to the boys when the boys come to school without their
uniforms. But when the girls do it, they say something. They let
the boys slide and it’s not fair.”
— Kamaya, 12, Sousa Middle School

“Boys can walk around shirtless outside during lunch, sag their pants, wear shirts objectifying
women and aren’t reprimanded at all.” — Nasirah Fair, 17, Wilson High School

“

I think the rules are usually enforced depending on your
body type a lot. That’s often how it’s enforced. I don’t know, like I’m
pretty skinny and small so people usually don’t notice when I break
the rules. But when people who are curvier wear short shorts or
a skirt then I see them get dress coded. Race has to do with it sometimes. Often times I see a lot of white females wearing stuff that is
just, like, I don’t follow the dress code but my mother would never let
me walk to school like that. Just like, backs out, really short crop tops
or like really short shorts. Nobody ever says anything to them, but
my friends will wear something the same or not even as bad and
they’ll get dress coded or have to change clothes.”
— Fatimah, 17, School Without Walls

“I’ve noticed how my friends have gotten dress coded on stuff because they have
bigger hips, bigger breasts, or bigger butts, yet I have worn similar things but I did
not get dressed coded because I’m skinnier and it is less noticeable on me.
That kind of thing teaches girls to be ashamed of their bodies.”
— Ayiana Davis, 16, Duke Ellington School of the Arts

“Many of the Caucasian

girls wear things against the dress code without getting into trouble,
while girls of color would get into trouble.”
— Eliska, 15
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Enforcement
That Promotes
Rape Culture
Too many schools

“

The adults at this
school say that if girls
wear tight stuff, the
boys think that it’s
okay to touch them. I
think everyone should
keep their hands to
themselves, no matter
what anybody is
wearing.” — Samaria
Short, 13, Sousa
Middle school

make clear that girls need
to cover up their bodies
so as not to “distract” or
“tempt” boys. That
enforcement sends the
clear message that boys
are not responsible for
their bad behavior. By
blaming boys’ misconduct
on girls’ choices, schools
promote an environment
where sexual harassment
is excused. Students may
think it is appropriate
to comment on girls’
bodies because they see
their teachers do it, too,
when they enforce the
dress code.

“One teacher at Banneker did not like the girls for some reason. One day
she told me that I had on ripped jeans, but I had gym shorts to cover it. She
was like, ‘You know why I don’t like holes above the knee? Because a boy can put [his]
finger up there.’ And I’m just like, ‘Wait, what?’ Why would you even say something
like that to a student? And she said,‘So, your mom let you walk from the station
to your to school like that?’ I’m like, ‘Yeah, sure.’ She wanted you to
be covered.” — Essence Kendall, 18, Charles Herbert Flowers High School,
previously attended Banneker High School
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Enforcement
Through
Physical
Touching

Teachers,

administrators, and
even security guards
and school police
unnecessarily touch
girls without their
consent when enforcing
a dress code. In doing
so, these adults send
the message to girls
(and their classmates)
that their bodies are
not their own.

“Well, today,

so this girl she had on some brown Uggs.
And she didn’t have no other shoes at home because some people
cannot afford all black shoes… [The teacher] grabbed her shirt. She
told her to come, come on. And so the girl had to get up and the girl
had to change her shoes to these orthopedic shoes.”
— Phina Walker, 17, Thurgood Marshall Academy
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Shame-Based
Punishments
Too many schools punish students who break the
dress code, or even other rules, by shaming them with
attention-grabbing clothing “fixes.” In doing so, the
schools distract and upset students and undermine
young people’s trust in educators.

“[If you break dress code] you get sent home.
Or they give you like a big shirt, or big pairs of
pants or like big shoes on purpose.”
— Phina Walker, 17, Thurgood Marshall Academy

“I’ve heard about other girls having to wear jerseys and gym clothes from
school after being dress coded.”— Eliska, 15
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(especially if you’re a girl) then they put duct tape on the holes. So if you
on the
arrive to Banneker and have rips above the knee, they’ll put duct tape
. They
rips to cover it up or you’ll have wear gym shorts over top of your pants
on
will also give you a big t-shirt that says ‘help the homeless’ if you have
a crop top or something and they’ll call your parent as well.”
— Essence Kendall, 18, Charles Herbert Flowers High School,
previously attended Banneker High School
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Overly Harsh
and Illegal
Punishments
74 percent of
D.C. public high
school dress
codes authorize
disciplinary
action that
can lead to
missed class
or school.
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As the Washington
Post exposed in 2017,

D.C. public schools have a
problem with illegal “send
homes,” where students are
excluded from school without
formal suspensions, allowing
schools to artificially reduce
their suspension rates.2 While
DCPS policy forbids out of
school suspensions for dress
code violations, many
students report they are
nonetheless sent home for
violations. These suspensions
do not follow required
procedures and are likely
not recorded.

“[If you break the dress code], they either send you home or make you
— Ceon DuBose, 16, Phelps ACE High School

sit in the office.”

“

If you break the dress code, the school will say ‘You gotta go to the office,’ or, ‘Oh,
you gotta go home.’ Last time I got dress coded, I almost had to go all the way home. I
live far. I have to catch two buses and get up at 6:00 in the morning just to get to school
on time. They almost made me go all the way back home, just to change my uniform
pants, because my uniform pants were dirty. I said, ‘I can’t go home, ‘cause there’s no one
there and it takes a long time for me to get home and get back here.’ So, they made me
come try on all these different pants they had. Some of them were small, and some were
too big. They told me to go home because none of the pants fit me. That wasn’t right. Not
everybody is the same size. Some people are big, some people are skinny. . . . [Once] they
sent me to ISS—in school suspension. They give you work. They tell you to get work from
your teachers but sometimes that’s hard because you don’t know what to do. So you end
must wear belts. Pants
up doing the wrong thing and you have to do it over again.”
may never sag.”
— Samaria Short, 13, Sousa Middle School

“All boys

-- KIPP D.C. College
Preparatory
School
“To enforce
the uniform policy, scholars would have to sit in the office all day
Dress
Code
Policy
if you
wore
the wrong shoes. Or they’ll send you home to strongly emphasize the
importance of obeying the school uniform dress code.”
— Catherine G., 16, Phelps A.C.E. High School

:
“Students who report to school not in uniform will either
• Return home to change
• Receive loaner clothes if available
• Remain in ISS until parent brings clothes to school
*Students who routinely report to school out of uniform are subject
to school disciplinary action”— Dunbar High School Dress Code

While charter schools are not, at the time of publication, subject to the
same regulations as DCPS, many of their punishments for dress code
violations also exclude students from the classroom in ways that are
educationally harmful.

““They make you go through the metal detector.

And the security

guards have little wands. Once I got in trouble for a belt I wasn’t wearing. The Administration
called my mother and said I had detention and I said ‘Mama, I ain’t going to no detention over
some belt that I’m not wearing.’”— Chrissy, 15, IDEA Public Charter School

“We got to wear uniform. And if we don’t wear the right uniform, they send us home.”
— Angel, 15, Friendship Collegiate Academy Public Charter School
25

Across the city,

Black girls are
missing out on class time because of dress
and grooming codes. Some are suspended,
while others are pulled out of the classroom
informally. Both formal and informal classroom
removals cause these girls to lose out on the
opportunity to learn. Harsh and discriminatory
school discipline leads to pushout, lost future
earnings, poorer health
outcomes and increased
likelihood of living in
poverty.3 For example,
a girl who misses three
or more days of school
in a month can fall a
year behind her peers.4
And even short, informal
removals—like when a
student is sent to the
front office to “cover up”
with a sweatshirt from
the lost and found box—
can add up to hours of
lost instruction.

Impact of
Dress Codes
on Black
Girls

When you are
“
made

to feel uncomfortable
in your clothes and with

your body, it’s hard to focus
on learning and expanding
your mind. Or even just
getting good grades.”
— Sage Grace
Dolan-Sandrino, 17

Suspensions put
students at risk for not
graduating and going to
college. This exclusionary discipline threatens
girls’ long-term earning potential. Black
women without a high school degree made
$7,631 less annually than Black women who
graduated from high school, and $25,117 less
each year than Black women with a college
degree.5
Even apart from lost class time, discriminatory
dress codes and unfair enforcement change
how Black girls see themselves and how their
classmates see them, too. Studies show school
practices that draw distinctions between
students cause young people to form biases
based on how different groups of students are
treated.6 Dress codes create distinctions both
through different rules for girls and boys and
through different enforcement based on race,
sex, and body type. In these ways, dress codes
are not only rooted in stereotypes, but also
reinforce them.
These biases have negative academic, social,
and emotional effects on students. And Black
girls, of course, live at the intersection of
damaging race- and sex-based stereotypes.
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Research shows that Black students’ performance and well-being
are undermined by race-based stereotypes. Racial bias undermines Black students self-confidence.7 Many studies confirm that
Black students who are reminded of racist stereotypes—even
in very subtle ways—perform worse on academic exams, often
because they are afraid of conforming to a negative stereotype
about Black people.8 This phenomenon, known as “stereotype
threat,” drives racial disparities in school performance.9
Girls who believe gender stereotypes are more likely to have low
self-esteem, including negative feelings about their bodies.10 This
trend is reinforced by adults’ comments that girls wearing tight or
revealing clothing are “asking for it.” Stereotype threat also leads
to disparities between boys and girls. Studies even show that girls
who wear gender-specific clothing perform worse in math and
science.11 Practices that put pressure on students to conform to
sex stereotypes are especially damaging for girls who do not
conform to gendered expectations, like girls who prefer
wearing traditionally
masculine clothes,12
as well as transgender students
of all genders and
with grades at school right
students who are
now, and people not attending school. So if you
genderfluid or
nonbinary.

I mean, we already
“
struggling

all want kids at school, why would you all put
them out of school? And if you all want us to
have good grades, why would you all not
allow us in school?” — Ceon DuBose, 16,
Phelps A.C.E. High School

Dress codes also
can encourage
sexual harassment.
Boys who believe in
sex stereotypes like
those promoted by
many school rules
are more likely to harass girls.13 Adults
also promote harassment when they focus on girls’ bodies over
their minds. When students see girls sent out of the classroom
because they are out of dress code, they learn that how a girl
looks is more important than her thoughts and actions. When
students see educators talking about girls’ bodies, they learn to
“sexualize” young women and view them as objects meant for
others’ pleasure rather than full human beings. Plus, when
educators say girls are “distracting” boys or “asking for it,”
students get the message that boys are not responsible for
how they behave, and girls who wear certain clothes or
makeup deserve harassment and violence. Such viewpoints
underlie a 2017 NWLC study that found that 1 in 5 girls ages
14-18 has been kissed or touched without her consent.14 In
addition to perpetuating harassment, adults who exclude girls
from class to avoid “distracting” their male classmates prioritize
boys’ educations over girls’.
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“When it comes
between an item of

clothing and a child’s
education, the child’s
education should always
reign supreme.”

For all these reasons, discriminatory dress codes not only
interrupt individual students’ education but can compound
race and gender inequalities. Every time a school sends a
Black girl home because of what she is wearing, it risks
exacerbating sharp race- and sex-based disparities in
graduation rates, college enrollment rates, employment
rates, and future wages.

— Beatrice
• In
 D.C., white students are 1.3 times more likely to
graduate from high school than Black students.15
• Nationally,

white girls are 1.2 times more likely to
be enrolled in a postsecondary program than
Black girls.16
• N
 ationally, Black women who do not graduate
from high school are 2.2 times more likely to be
unemployed than white, non-Hispanic women.17
• B
 lack women in D.C. who do find employment
and who work full time, year round, are paid
52 cents for every dollar paid to white, nonHispanic men.18 This amounts to more than
$1.8 million dollars in lifetime losses.

“In high school, you’re taught that you need to hide everything.
Deciding that some people can’t wear certain shirts because their
breasts are too big, it’s not really doing anything, and it just
causes insecurities. It teaches you to hide your body.”
— Ayiana Davis, 16, Duke Ellington School of the Arts
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If the purpose of a
dress code is to teach
professionalism, I feel
like there should be
like business week or
one Friday out of the
month, you have
business casual
attire. Then, the
teachers and staff
can give feedback
on how to dress in a
more professional way.”
— Ayiana Davis, 16,
Duke Ellington
High School
of the Arts

“Boys need to be taught respect. Security guards shouldn’t be able
to touch you... Admin can’t make remarks about students’ bodies.
Teach girls how to love their bodies and boys how to respect it.”
— Nasirah Fair, 17, Wilson High School

“

They’re just
clothes. They should
never result in a
student being
removed from the
classroom or
losing out on
learning time, or
starting a big issue.
A classmate’s
absence is more of
a distraction to the
classroom than a
piece of clothing.”
— Sage Grace
DolanSandrino, 17

“If I were in charge of the dress code,

it. Definitely allow religious
I would loosen it up or at least equally enforce
ents or their belongings
things, code enforcers should not touch any stud
ne, let students contribute
without consent, don’t publicly embarrass anyo
to the dress code.” — Eliska, 15
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“

I don’t think that any school should have
a dress code, whether it was uniform or regular
clothes because what does wearing ripped
jeans have to do with others’ learning?
Like I don’t see the correlation between
a dress code and education. I’m here
for education. I’m not here to get
teased because I don’t wear Jordans.
I’m not here to get duct tape on
my rips because it’s on my thigh.
It’s just no correlation. I just
don’t understand it. I don’t.
Come as you please
because your clothes
shouldn’t define you
or your learning. There
is no correlation between
the way you look and your
education. What I wear
shouldn’t bother anybody.”
— Essence Kendall, 18, Charles
Herbert Flowers High School,
previously attended Banneker
High School
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— Jill, 17
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the same.’” — Fatimah, 17, School Wit

“Dress codes shouldn't matter.

“
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A Better Way
Research and stories

from students show that most
school dress code policies hurt students, and specifically hurt Black girls.
Dress codes often create an educational environment where the focus is on
appearance rather than learning. When students are punished for violating
dress code rules and are asked to leave the classroom, they are missing
valuable class time and are prevented from having a school experience like
their peers’. Plenty of schools (including high schools and colleges in D.C.)
do not have dress codes and are able to educate students without
distraction. For these reasons, NWLC and many student partners
believe schools should not have dress code policies at all.

However, if a school insists on maintaining dress code policies, the policies
should follow these guidelines:

Policies
	All schools should begin their dress codes with an equity policy.

“Evanston Township High School’s student dress code supports equitable
educational access and is written in a manner that does not reinforce
stereotypes and that does not reinforce or increase marginalization or
oppression of any group based on race, sex, gender identity, gender expression,
sexual orientation, ethnicity, religion, cultural observance, household
income or body type/size.” — Excerpt from student dress code
at Evanston Township High School, Evanston, IL

	Schools should celebrate expressions of diverse cultures. For example,
schools should permit students to wear any religiously, ethnically, or
culturally specific head coverings or hairstyles, such as hijabs,
yarmulkes, headwraps, braids, dreadlocks, and cornrows.
	Schools should also celebrate body diversity. Students of different sizes
and abilities should all feel equally welcome in school. The same shirt
style might look very different on students with different bodies, and
that’s great.
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	Dress code policies should maintain gender neutrality. Students
of all genders should be subject to the same rules. For example, if a
school allows boys to wear pants, all students should be allowed to
wear pants. If a school allows girls to wear skirts, all students should
be allowed to wear skirts.
	Students should have the freedom to express themselves! Any rules
should give students the space to be creative and show off what
makes them unique.
	School rules should be clear and specific, avoiding subjective
terms like “distracting,” “provocative,” or “inappropriate.”

Fair Consequences
	Students should never be forced to leave school or the classroom
for violating the dress code.
	Parents and students should know what the consequences for
not following the dress code will be. Consequences should never
exceed those guidelines.
	Schools should require all members of the school community
who have the power to enforce the dress code to participate
in bias and anti-harassment training at least once a year.
	School police should not be allowed to enforce the dress code.
	Adults should not touch students or their clothing to correct
dress code violations, and should not require students to
undress in public spaces.

Community Engagement
	Schools should maintain data transparency when it comes to
dress code enforcements. In annual reports, schools should
publish statistics on how often students are punished for dress
code violations and for what specific violation. Schools should
disaggregate and cross-tabulate those statistics by race and
ethnicity, sex, disability, English language learner status, and
sexual orientation to the extent possible while respecting
student privacy.
	Schools should also conduct annual anonymous climate surveys
to hear directly from students about how school policies like
dress code affect them.
	Based on data and climate surveys, schools should facilitate
self-audits to assess whether or not their policies are
disproportionately impacting specific student populations.
	Students should be integral to the process of writing the dress
code. Schools should convene dress code committees to ensure
students have the opportunity to shape these policies. A
collaborative process will not only result in better but also
stronger relationships and opportunities to model and build
social-emotional skills.
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D.C. Can

Lead the Way
Here’s the good news:

D.C. can do better. And students
have the solutions. Here are some ways educators and policymakers should
take action to ensure students do not miss out on the chance to learn
because of dress codes:

School-level leaders, like principals, should:

• R
 evise their discipline codes to remove dress and grooming rules.
If they will not do that, they should:
•R
 eform their rules and practices in accordance with the checklist
above—and avoid the common problems listed in this report.
•T
 ake affirmative steps to make sure they and their staff are
following the law.
• Monitor how the dress code affects school climate.
•P
 rovide washing machines in school, dry cleaning vouchers, and
free uniforms multiple times per year to ensure dress codes do not
pose an obstacle to families struggling to make ends meet.

District-level administrators should:

• C
 reate policies that ensure no student misses class time because of a
dress or grooming code.
• Enforce existing rules about when and how schools discipline students.
• Check in with parents and students to learn what’s happening in school.
The Office of the State Superintendent of Education should provide
guidance to schools about avoiding the risks dress and grooming codes
pose to student learning and self-esteem.
D.C. Councilmembers should pass a new law to ban schools from removing
students from the classroom due to a dress or grooming code violation.
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.”
other because you should feel confident. ‘Cause my objective is to learn
— Nasirah Fair, 17, Wilson High School
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argument unpersuasive for a number of
reasons. First, the Defendant that Plaintiff has named is the Air Force, not the
EEOC. The EEOC is the entity that issued the OFO decision, so it is unclear how
the Air Force would be liable for any
alleged discrimination by the EEOC. Second, the argument that the OFO decision
was discriminatory is not presented in the
Complaint. The Complaint only asserts
that the interpretation was erroneous.
(Doc. 1, at 7.) The essence of Plaintiff’s
Complaint is regarding the alleged breach
of the settlement agreement and her disagreement with the determinations by the
Air Force and the OFO. Plaintiff cannot
simply argue in her procedurally improper
Rebuttal to the Reply that the decision
itself was discriminatory in order to waive
sovereign immunity and convey jurisdiction.
For these reasons, IT IS HEREBY
ORDERED that Defendant’s Motion to
Dismiss for Lack of Jurisdiction (Doc. 12)
is GRANTED. The Complaint (Doc. 1) is
HEREBY
DISMISSED
WITHOUT
PREJUDICE.
IT IS SO ORDERED.

,

gation (FBI) Special Agent brought action
alleging that gender-normed physical fitness test (PFT) constituted gender-based
disparate treatment under Title VII. Parties cross-moved for summary judgment.
Holdings: The District Court, T.S. Ellis,
III, J., held that:
(1) plaintiff’s resignation qualified as an
adverse action under Title VII;
(2) PFT violated Title VII provision making it an unlawful employment practice
to use different cutoff scores for employment related tests on basis of sex.
Judgment for plaintiff.

1. Federal Civil Procedure O2546
Burden on party moving for summary
judgment may be discharged by showing
that there is an absence of evidence to
support the nonmoving party’s case. Fed.
Rules Civ.Proc.Rule 56, 28 U.S.C.A.
2. Federal Civil Procedure O2470
A genuine factual dispute exists, for
purposes of a motion for summary judgment, if the evidence is such that a reasonable jury could return a verdict for the
nonmoving party. Fed.Rules Civ.Proc.
Rule 56, 28 U.S.C.A.

Jay J. BAUER, Plaintiff,
v.
Eric H. HOLDER Jr., Attorney
General, Department of
Justice, Defendant.
Case No. 1:13–cv–93.
United States District Court,
E.D. Virginia,
Alexandria Division.
Signed June 10, 2014.
Background: Former candidate for appointment as a Federal Bureau of Investi-

3. Civil Rights O1123
Regardless of fact that plaintiff was
later offered alternative employment with
the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI),
his resignation from FBI’s Special Agent
training program was coerced, and thus
amounted to a constructive discharge
which qualified as an ‘‘adverse action,’’ as
required in his Title VII action alleging
gender-based disparate treatment; the
choices defendant was offered after he
failed to perform the 30 push-ups required
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MEMORANDUM OPINION

Civil Rights Act of 1964, § 703(e), 42
U.S.C.A. § 2000e–2(e).
19. Civil Rights O1166
Under Title VII, an employer may use
an explicit sex-based policy where sex is a
bona fide occupational qualification reasonably necessary to the normal operation of
that particular business or enterprise.
Civil Rights Act of 1964, § 703(e), 42
U.S.C.A. § 2000e–2(e).
20. Civil Rights O1172, 1537
Burden is on the defendant employer,
in an action alleging that an explicit sexbased policy violates Title VII, to show
that a given policy is a valid bona fide
occupational qualification (BFOQ) reasonably necessary to the normal operation of
that particular business or enterprise.
Civil Rights Act of 1964, § 703(e), 42
U.S.C.A. § 2000e–2(e).
21. Civil Rights O1529
A successful bona fide occupational
qualification (BFOQ) defense in a Title VII
action alleging disparate treatment requires that a job qualification relate to the
essence, or to the central mission of the
employer’s business; defense is to be read
narrowly. Civil Rights Act of 1964,
§ 703(e), 42 U.S.C.A. § 2000e–2(e).

Craig Crandall Reilly, Law Office of
Craig C. Reilly, Alexandria, VA, for Plaintiff.
Lauren A. Wetzler, R. Joseph Sher,
United States Attorney Office, Alexandria,
VA, for Defendant.
1.

Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42
U.S.C. § 2000e–2, et seq.

2.

Unless otherwise noted, the facts recited
here are derived from paragraphs 1–55 of the

T.S. ELLIS, III, District Judge.
At issue on cross-motions for summary
judgment in this Title VII 1 case is whether the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s
(‘‘FBI’’) gender-normed physical fitness
test (‘‘PFT’’) that all FBI New Agent
Trainees (‘‘NATs’’) must pass constitutes
impermissible disparate treatment under
Title VII. As a NAT, plaintiff failed to
perform the 30 push-ups required for male
NATs, and argues that this requirement,
given that female NATs are required to
perform only 14 push-ups, discriminates
against him on the basis of sex and thus
violates Title VII. Defendant argues that
the PFT does not involve impermissible
discrimination because the gender-normed
standards are based on innate physiological differences between males and females
and these standards impose no greater
burden on males than on females.
The parties have extensively briefed and
argued the various questions presented
and the matter is now ripe for resolution.
I.2
A. The Parties
Plaintiff Jay Bauer is a 40–year–old 3
male who currently resides in Mount Prospect, Illinois with his wife and two children. Compl. ¶¶ 2–3. Plaintiff received
his Bachelor of Science, Master’s, and
Ph.D. degrees from Northwestern University in 1996, 2001, and 2004, respectively.
Plaintiff first decided that he wanted to
become an FBI Special Agent after the
tragic events of September 11, 2001.
Plaintiff now serves as an FBI Intelligence
parties’ Joint Stipulation of Facts [hereinafter
Stip.].
3.

Bauer Dep., Def.’s Summ. J. Br. Ex. E, at
78:12 [hereinafter Bauer Dep.].
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Analyst in the FBI’s Chicago Division, a
position he accepted after failing to pass
the PFT following 22 weeks in the FBI’s
New Agent Training Program (‘‘NATP’’).
Defendant Eric Holder, Jr. is the Attorney General at the U.S. Department of
Justice. The FBI is a bureau of the U.S.
Department of Justice, and thus the Attorney General is the proper defendant in a
Title VII action against the FBI as the
head of the relevant department. See 42
U.S.C. § 2000e–16(c).
B. The PFT
The NATP is designed (i) to ensure that,
upon graduation, a NAT has ‘‘attained the
necessary proficiencies in specialized
knowledge, skills, and abilities needed to
effectively perform the duties of a[n] FBI
[Special Agent]’’ and (ii) ‘‘to assess each
NAT’s suitability for the [Special Agent]
position as measured by the NAT’s level of
conscientiousness, cooperativeness, emotional maturity, initiative, integrity and
judgment.’’ Stip. ¶ 12 (emphasis in original). To complete the NATP successfully,
NATs must meet designated requirements
in each of four categories: (1) academics,
(2) firearms training, (3) physical/defensive
tactics training, and (4) practical applications/skills training. The Physical Training program and the PFT are components
of the physical/defensive tactics training
category. A document distributed to all
NATs titled ‘‘Rules, Regulations and Requirements at the FBI Academy for New
Agent Trainees’’ (‘‘Requirements Document’’) includes the requirements and
Event
Sit-ups
300 meter run
Push-ups
1.5 mile run

standards for each of these four categories
and provides that failure to demonstrate
proficiency in any one of the four categories could result in dismissal from the
NATP.
The Physical Training program for
NATs at the FBI Academy is important
for at least two reasons: (i) ‘‘a basic level
of fitness and conditioning is essential for a
NAT to perform at his/her best in all
aspects of training and to successfully
complete the entire fast-paced training
program without serious physical injury
and undue mental stress,’’ and (ii) ‘‘a
NAT’s level of fitness serves as a foundation for his/her ability to effectively apply
principles and non-deadly force alternatives being taught in the [defensive tactics]
program.’’ Stip. ¶ 25. Successful completion of an Academy-administered PFT,
considered a ‘‘key component’’ of the Physical Training program, is an FBI Academy
graduation requirement. See Stip. ¶ 26.
The PFT contains four individual tests: (1)
one-minute sit-ups, (2) 300 meter run, (3)
push-ups to maximum, and (4) 1.5 mile
run. Each NAT must achieve a minimum
cumulative score of twelve points with at
least one point in each of the four events.
Each PFT event is scored on a ten-point
scale, for a maximum overall score of 40
points. One point is awarded for achieving
the minimum standard in an event, and
three points are awarded for reaching the
mean. To achieve one point in each of the
four events, NATs must meet the following
minimum standards by sex:

Male
38
52.4 sec
30
12:42 min

The PFT was implemented in 2004 as a
mandatory physical fitness test for all

Female
35
64.9 sec
14
13:59 min

NATs. The process by which the FBI se-
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lected the PFT events and minimum passing standards is recorded in two reports,
both authored by Amy D. Grubb, Ph.D., an
Industrial/Organizational Psychologist employed by the FBI: 4 (i) a 2003 study titled
‘‘Validation of a Physical Training Test:
Report of Standards, Findings, and Recommendations’’ (‘‘2003 Grubb Report’’) 5
and (ii) a 2005 study titled ‘‘The Physical
Fitness Test: An Evaluation of the Standards and Report of Validation Evidence’’
(‘‘2005 Grubb Report’’).6 Minimum passing scores for the PFT were developed
through a pilot study of 324 NATs (260
male and 64 female), in which the FBI set
minimum passing scores for each event at
one standard deviation below the mean
performance for each sex.7 Stip. ¶ 126,
131; 2003 Grubb Report at 6. Defendant
chose to set gender-specific minimum standard and mean scores in order to take
account of the innate physiological differences that exist, on average, between
males and females. 2003 Grubb Report.
In the case of the push-up test, this process resulted in the minimum standard
4.

Charles Greathouse, a Supervisory Special
Agent with the FBI’s Physical Training Unit at
Quantico, worked with Dr. Grubb in developing the PFT.

5.

Def.’s Summ. J. Br. Ex. G [hereinafter
‘‘2003 Grubb Report’’].

6.

Def.’s Summ. J. Br. Ex. I [hereinafter ‘‘2005
Grubb Report’’].

7.

The 2005 Grubb Report considered various
alternative scoring methods, including the
30–39 age group norms published by the Cooper Institute for Aerobic Research (‘‘Cooper
Institute’’), which norms are derived from the
largest known set of fitness data in the United
States. 2005 Grubb Report at 35–36. In the
end, the FBI chose to develop its own minimum passing standards rather than to rely on
the Cooper Institute norms because the Cooper Institute data reflects fitness norms for
the general population, not the more specific
law enforcement population, which, in general, has a higher level of fitness than the gener-

score being set at the 15.7th percentile for
males and at the 15.9th percentile for females. Id. at 12.
The record reflects that the PFT is the
last mandatory physical fitness test that
FBI Special Agents must pass during their
FBI careers. There is no required physical fitness test for incumbent FBI Special
Agents, despite the fact that the FBI’s
own validation study suggested that the
FBI consider adopting a mandatory physical fitness test for incumbent Special
Agents.8 The record also reflects that the
FBI encourages incumbent Special Agents
to take a voluntary fitness test using
norms for persons in the 30–39 year age
group published by the Cooper Institute—
24 push-ups for men and 11 for women at
the 40th percentile—as suggested minimum fitness goals.
C. Plaintiff’s
PFT

Performance

on

the

By letter dated February 24, 2009, the
FBI offered plaintiff an appointment as a
Special Agent and required plaintiff, if he
al population. Id. As of 2009, the Cooper
Institute norms for the 30–39 age group at the
60th percentile were 30 push-ups for men and
15 push-ups for women, and norms for the
30–39 age group at the 40th percentile were
24 push-ups for men and 11 push-ups for
women. The Cooper Institute: Physical Fitness Assessments and Norms for Adults and
Law Enforcement, Pl.’s Summ. J. Br. Ex. 4, at
32, 40. The Cooper Institute norms also differ from the FBI PFT in the key respect that
the PFT tests push-ups to maximum number
without a time limit, while the Cooper Institute norms require that the number of pushups be completed in one minute. Id.; 2003
Grubb Report at 2.
8.

2003 Grubb Report at 2 (‘‘[I]mplementation
of a fitness assessment for on-board agents
should be considered (with age-appropriate
norms) to ensure continued safe performance
in the Special Agent position, as well as to
increase the defensibility of any personnel actions taken at the applicant or NAT phase of
selection.’’).
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accepted the offer, to report to the FBI
Academy in Quantico, Virginia on March 1,
2009. Thereafter, on the appointed date,
plaintiff, then age 35,9 entered on duty
with the FBI NAT Class 09–08 at the FBI
Academy to begin the NATP. When he
started the NATP on March 1, 2009, plaintiff received the Requirements Document
and acknowledged, in writing, that he understood and agreed to the document’s
terms.
Plaintiff took the PFT a total of seven
times, twice at the FBI’s Milwaukee Field
Date

Location

Office prior to starting the NATP and five
times during the NATP at the FBI Academy in Quantico. He attained satisfactory
passing scores in each component of the
NATP other than the PFT,10 and his NAT
class selected him as ‘‘class leader’’ and
‘‘class spokesperson’’ to represent the class
at graduation.11 Plaintiff passed the pushup test the second time he took the PFT at
the Milwaukee Field Office, but failed it
every other time. The following chart records each time plaintiff took the PFT and
his score on each occasion:

Situps

Points

300
meter

Points

Pushups

Points

1.5
mile

Points

Total
Points

10/31/2008

FBI
Milwaukee
Field
Office

48

5

43sec

7

25

0

10:50
min

4

16

1/12/2009

FBI
Milwaukee
Field
Office

51

6

44sec

6

32

1

11:25
min

3

16

Week 1
NATP

FBI
Academy
Quantico

40

2

42.6sec

8

26

0

10:49
min

4

14

Week 7
NATP

FBI
Academy
Quantico

47

4

43.4sec

7

25

0

10:24
min

5

16

Week 14
NATP

FBI
Academy
Quantico

50

6

43.7sec

7

28

0

10:45
min

4

17

Week 18
NATP

FBI
Academy
Quantico

51

6

43.8sec

7

27

0

11:09
min

4

17

Week 22
NATP

FBI
Academy
Quantico

49

5

44.1sec

6

29

0

10:57
min

4

15

Females in plaintiff’s NAT Class 09–08
passed the PFT and became Special
Agents with the following scores:

NAT
Female
A 12
Female B
Female C
Female D

Situps
39

Points
2

300
meter
54.3sec

Points
5

Pushups
16

Points
1

1.5
mile
10:49min

Points
4

Total
Points
14

42
46
41

3
4
3

54.3sec
54.7sec
55.2sec

5
5
5

24
19
15

3
2
1

12:51min
12:26min
11:50min

3
4
5

14
15
14

9.

Bauer Dep. at 78:12.

10.

See Stip. ¶¶ 14–24.

11.

Stip. ¶¶ 78–79.
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On July 30, 2009, during week 22 of
plaintiff’s NATP, plaintiff was able to complete only 29 push-ups in the PFT, rather
than the required 30. Immediately following this event, FBI personnel Melinda Casey, Gerald Jackson, and Jason VanGoor
met with plaintiff and informed him that
he had three ‘‘options’’: (i) to resign as a
Special Agent and preserve the possibility
of working as an FBI Intelligence Analyst
in Chicago; (ii) to resign and forgo the
possibility of any future position with the
FBI; or (iii) to be terminated from employment with the FBI. Plaintiff was required, then and there, to choose one of
the three options. He chose the first option, and FBI personnel provided him with
a template resignation letter addressed to
then-FBI Director Robert Mueller that
gave plaintiff precisely what he must say
to resign from the NATP while preserving
the possibility of being considered in the
future for an FBI Intelligence Analyst position. Plaintiff, as directed, then and
there handwrote and signed a resignation
memorandum addressed to Director Mueller using the provided template. Plaintiff’s
decision to choose that option was, in his
view, the only way to mitigate damages at
that time in terms of being able to provide
for his family. After resigning, plaintiff
left Quantico and drove to Chicago, where
his wife and two children were then living.
Two weeks later, the FBI offered plaintiff
an Intelligence Analyst position, and he
accepted.
D. The Special Agent and Intelligence
Analyst Positions
There are two ‘‘career paths’’ listed on
the FBI’s external website: ‘‘Special
Agent’’ and ‘‘Professional Staff.’’ The In12. The scores for Female A, taken directly
from Stip. ¶ 36, presumably contain an error,
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telligence Analyst position is considered a
‘‘support’’ position within the FBI, and appears under the ‘‘Professional Staff’’ designation, alongside numerous other positions
including lawyers in the Office of General
Counsel, scientists and engineers specializing in fields ranging from chemistry to
cryptography, experts in communications
and surveillance, and linguists.
FBI Special Agents are responsible for
conducting investigations and enforcing
federal law. Specifically, FBI Special
Agents:

may work on matters including terrorism, foreign counterintelligence, cybercrime, organized crime, white collar
crime, public corruption, civil rights violations, financial crime, bribery, bank
robbery, extortion, kidnapping, air piracy, interstate criminal activity, fugitive
and drug trafficking matters, and other
violations of federal statutes.

Stip. ¶ 48. As a general matter, male and
female Special Agents are expected to perform the same physical tasks at the same
level of job performance.

Duties of an FBI Intelligence Analyst
include:
advising on, administering, supervising,
or performing work in the collection,
analysis, evaluation, interpretation, and
dissemination of information on political,
economic, social, cultural, physical, geoas 2 v 5 v 1 v 4 = 12, not 14.
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ment. The undisputed factual record
shows that plaintiff was given and chose
the option to ‘‘resign and preserve the possibility of working as an Intelligence Analyst for the FBI in Chicago.’’ Stip. ¶ 37
(emphasis added). Thus, as the parties’
joint stipulation of facts states, plaintiff
resigned as a special agent and was subsequently offered a different position within
the FBI; he was not reassigned. Stip.
¶¶ 40, 44.
In sum, the summary judgment record
makes clear that plaintiff suffered an adverse employment action, as his resignation was coerced and thus did not constitute a voluntary resignation.
IV.
[13] As plaintiff has established that
he suffered an adverse employment action,
it is now necessary to address the central
question presented in this case; namely
whether the FBI’s gender-normed PFT
violates Title VII by requiring male NATs
to perform 30 push-ups, while requiring
female NATs to perform only 14. Plaintiff, who has the burden to demonstrate
that the PFT is discriminatory,18 claims
this disparity is plainly facially discriminatory. Defendant argues that the PFT is
not discriminatory because it is undeniable
that, on average, there are physiological
differences between men and women, and
the gender-normed PFT standards simply
reflect these differences to ensure that
18.

See Gerner, 674 F.3d at 266.

19. See Othi v. Holder, 734 F.3d 259, 265 (4th
Cir.2013) (‘‘We begin, as always in deciding
questions of statutory interpretation, with the
text of the statute.’’); United States v. Ashford,
718 F.3d 377, 382 (4th Cir.2013) (quoting
Chesapeake Ranch Water Co. v. Bd. of
Comm’rs of Calvert Cnty., 401 F.3d 274, 279
(4th Cir.2005) (‘‘As in all cases of statutory
interpretation, our inquiry begins with the
text of the statute.’’)).

males and females are treated equally.
Defendant’s argument is not without a
measure of intuitive appeal and common
sense. Yet, this question cannot be resolved solely on the basis of intuition and
common sense; rather, the question’s resolution requires the interpretation and
construction of the governing statutory
provisions—§ 2000e–2(a)(1) and § 2000e–
2(l )—in light of and in accord with the
pertinent Supreme Court and circuit authority. Plaintiff claims the PFT violates
both of these provisions, and hence each is
separately addressed.
A. § 2000e–2(a)(1)
[14] The starting point of the analysis
must be the language of the statute,19
which provides, in pertinent part, that ‘‘[i]t
shall be an unlawful employment practice
for an employer TTT to discriminate
against any individual TTT because of such
individual’s TTT sex.’’ 42 U.S.C. § 2000e–
2(a)(1). Unless Congress indicates otherwise, statutory terms are given ‘‘their ordinary, contemporary, common meaning.’’
United States v. Powell, 680 F.3d 350, 355
(4th Cir.2012). The infinitive ‘‘to discriminate,’’ when used as an intransitive verb,
means ‘‘to make distinctions on the basis of
a class or category without regard to individual merit.’’ The American Heritage
Dictionary. Thus, as this and other dictionary definitions 20 make clear, the plain
20. See, e.g., Cambridge Dictionary (‘‘to treat a
person or particular group of people differently and esp. unfairly, in a way that is worse
than the way people are usually treated’’);
Collins American Dictionary (‘‘to make distinctions in treatment’’); Dictionary.com (‘‘to
make a distinction in favor of or against a
person or thing on the basis of the group,
class, or category to which the person or
thing belongs rather than according to actual
merit’’); Merriam–Webster Dictionary (‘‘to
make a difference in treatment or favor on a
basis other than individual merit’’); Oxford

BAUER v. HOLDER
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meaning of ‘‘to discriminate TTT because of
[an] individual’s TTT sex’’ in § 2000e–
2(a)(1) is to treat an individual differently
on the basis of sex. It follows that this
provision’s plain language captures and
makes unlawful the PFT’s differential
treatment of men and women based on
their sex. Nor is there any statutory exception for average, innate physiological
differences between the sexes. Congress
was clearly aware of any such average
physiological differences, but chose to
make no reference to, or accommodation
for, them in § 2000e–2(a)(1). Nor do the
plain words of the statute authorize discriminating against an individual on the
basis of sex if that discrimination results in
equal burdens on the sexes. In short,
§ 2000e–2(a)(1)’s plain language reaches
and captures the PFT’s differential treatment based on sex regardless of the average physiological differences between men
and women and regardless of whether the
burden placed on the sexes is equal.
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The scant relevant Supreme Court authority on this issue supports this conclusion. Although no Supreme Court decision considers the precise question
whether gender-normed physical fitness
tests violate Title VII, two analogous
cases lend substantial support to the result reached here. Most pertinent is
City of Los Angeles, Dep’t of Water &
Power v. Manhart, 435 U.S. 702, 98
S.Ct. 1370, 55 L.Ed.2d 657 (1978), where
a majority of the Supreme Court held
that a city violated Title VII’s prohibition
on sex discrimination by requiring females to pay more into pension funds

simply because females, on average, live
longer than males.21 In reaching this result, the Supreme Court acknowledged
that it is true that women, on average,
live longer than men. Yet importantly,
the Court did not accept this as a justification for the city’s differential treatment
of male and female employees with respect to payments to a pension fund. In
other words, disparate treatment discrimination may exist even if, as in Manhart,
it is based on a ‘‘generalization that [is]
unquestionably true.’’ Id. at 707, 98
S.Ct. 1370. Similarly, in Int’l Union,
United Auto., Aerospace & Agr. Implement Workers of Am., UAW v. Johnson
Controls, Inc., 499 U.S. 187, 111 S.Ct.
1196, 113 L.Ed.2d 158 (1991), the Supreme Court held that, even though
child-bearing capacity is a real physiological difference that exists between men
and women, a policy barring female employees capable of bearing children from
jobs with a risk of lead exposure was
plainly facially discriminatory under Title
VII because it ‘‘create[d] a facial classification based on gender.’’ 499 U.S. at
197, 111 S.Ct. 1196. In so holding, the
Johnson Controls Court adhered to the
principle announced in Manhart that Title VII’s ‘‘focus on the individual is unambiguous,’’ and as such, ‘‘[i]t precludes
treatment of individuals as simply components of a TTT sexual TTT class.’’ Manhart, 435 U.S. at 708, 98 S.Ct. 1370.
Significantly, the majority in Manhart
reached this result by applying a ‘‘simple
test’’ that makes discrimination turn on
‘‘whether the evidence shows treatment

English Dictionary (‘‘[t]o treat a person or
group in an unjust or prejudicial manner, esp.
on the grounds of race, gender, sexual orientation, etc.’’). In addition, Black’s Law Dictionary (9th ed. 2009) defines the noun ‘‘discrimination’’ as ‘‘differential treatment.’’

and joined by (i) Justice Stewart, (ii) Justice
White, (iii) Justice Marshall, and (iv) Justice
Powell. Chief Justice Burger, Justice Blackmun, and Justice Rehnquist dissented to Part
I. Justice Brennan took no part in the consideration or decision of the case.

21. The pertinent portion of the Manhart opinion—Part I—was authored by Justice Stevens
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of a person in a manner which but for
that person’s sex would be different.’’
435 U.S. at 711, 98 S.Ct. 1370 (internal
quotations omitted). Measured by this
test, the PFT clearly falls within
§ 2000e–2(a)(1)’s prohibition against discrimination on the basis of sex: plaintiff
was treated in a manner which but for
his sex would have been different.
[15] Nor is this conclusion altered by
the fact that defendant, in imposing the
PFT, did not intend to favor or exclude
one sex over the other. This is so because
plaintiff has alleged disparate treatment,
which does not require any evidence of
animus or discriminatory motive; rather
‘‘[w]hether an employment practice involves disparate treatment through explicit
facial discrimination does not depend on
why the employer discriminates but rather
on the explicit terms of the discrimination.’’ Johnson Controls, Inc., 499 U.S. at
199, 111 S.Ct. 1196. In sum, the plain
language of § 2000e–2(a)(1) clearly warrants the conclusion that the PFT is discriminatory treatment based on sex, and
this conclusion finds firm support in the
pertinent Supreme Court authority.
Defendant’s cited authority does not
point persuasively to a contrary conclusion.
22. It is worth noting that Title VII does not
apply to the factual scenario presented in VMI
because Title VII prohibits discrimination by
employers, employment agencies, and labor
organizations, but does not apply to the admission of students at universities. See 42
U.S.C. § 2000e–2(a)–(c). It is also worth noting that uniformed members of the nation’s
armed forces are likewise not covered by Title
VII. Randall v. United States, 95 F.3d 339,
343 (4th Cir.1996) (‘‘[E]very federal court of
appeal that has addressed the issue has held
that Title VII does not apply to uniformed
members of the military.’’).
23. See, e.g., Jespersen v. Harrah’s Operating
Co., Inc., 444 F.3d 1104 (9th Cir.2006) (en
banc) (holding that requirement that only female employees wear makeup was not Title

The Supreme Court’s decision in United
States v. Virginia, 518 U.S. 515, 116 S.Ct.
2264, 135 L.Ed.2d 735 (1996) [hereinafter
VMI ], on which defendant heavily relies,
is not a Title VII case; it is an Equal
Protection Clause case in which the Court
majority ordered the Virginia Military Institute to admit women. As such, VMI
does not contradict the conclusion reached
here. Still, defendant points to a single
footnote of dicta in VMI in which the
Court majority contemplated that ‘‘[a]dmitting women to VMI would undoubtedly
require alterations necessary to afford
members of each sex privacy from the
other sex in living arrangements, and to
adjust aspects of the physical training programs.’’ 518 U.S. at 551 n. 19, 116 S.Ct.
2264. This footnote, an aside in a non-Title
VII case, has no bearing on the definition
of sex discrimination under Title VII and
cannot fairly be said to sanction the use of
gender-normed physical fitness tests under
Title VII.22
Defendant also relies on various lower
court decisions addressing grooming and
maximum weight standards that treat
males and females differently. These lower court cases,23 many from the Ninth
VII sex discrimination because plaintiff failed
to create a record that the policy was more
burdensome for women than men); Frank v.
United Airlines, Inc., 216 F.3d 845, 854 (9th
Cir.2000) (holding that airline maximum
weight requirements violated Title VII because ‘‘[o]n its face, United’s weight policy
‘applie[d] less favorably to one gender’ ’’)
(internal citations omitted); Gerdom v. Cont’l
Airlines, Inc., 692 F.2d 602, 606 (9th Cir.
1982) (holding that airline’s policy of applying
weight requirement to the all-female job classification ‘‘flight hostesses’’ imposed a greater
burden on females and was thus facially discriminatory under Title VII); Earwood v.
Cont’l Se. Lines, Inc., 539 F.2d 1349 (4th
Cir.1976) (holding that bus company’s requirement that male employees keep short
hair did not violate Title VII because hair
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ty of a bad bargain.’’ Pechenik v. Baltimore & O.R. Co., 157 W.Va. 895, 205
S.E.2d 813, 815 (1974).7
Because we agree with EQT that the
language of the Durational Provision is
clear and that the Lease does not evince
any intent of the parties to enter into a
divisible lease agreement, we conclude that
the district court erred in holding to the
contrary.
C.
[10] The district court’s determination
that EQT’s production and exploration
rights had terminated as a result of nonuse during the initial five-year lease term
was based on the erroneous premise that
the Lease was divisible. Having concluded that the Lease is not divisible, we next
consider whether EQT has continuing
rights under the Lease under the requirements of the Durational Provision found in
Article IV.
Under the Durational Provision, a lessee
will maintain continuing rights under the
Lease beyond the initial five-year term so
long as (1) the lessee explores for or produces gas or oil; (2) ‘‘gas or oil is found in
paying quantities thereon or stored thereunder’’; or (3) the ‘‘land is used for the
storage of gas or the protection of gas
storage on lands in the general vicinity of
said land.’’ J.A. 261. The parties have
stipulated that ‘‘a portion of the 180 Acre
Lease falls within the protective zone of
the Shirley Storage Field.’’ J.A. 254.
Thus, EQT is using a portion of the land
for protection of gas storage, one of the
rights conferred by the Lease. Because
there is no disagreement that EQT is indeed engaging in one of the activities enumerated in the Durational Provision of the
7.

We find K & D’s arguments based on vague
notions of fairness and West Virginia public

Lease, we find that EQT continues to hold
all rights under the original Lease.
III.
For the foregoing reasons, the judgment
of the district court is
REVERSED
AND
REMANDED
WITH INSTRUCTIONS TO ENTER
JUDGMENT FOR EQT.

,
Jay J. BAUER, Plaintiff–Appellee,
v.
Loretta E. LYNCH, Attorney General,
Department of Justice, Defendant–
Appellant.
No. 14–2323.
United States Court of Appeals,
Fourth Circuit.
Argued: Sept. 15, 2015.
Decided: Jan. 11, 2016.
Background: Former candidate for appointment as a Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Special Agent brought action
against Attorney General, alleging that
gender-normed physical fitness test (PFT)
constituted gender-based disparate treatment under Title VII. Parties cross-moved
for summary judgment. The United States
District Court for the Eastern District of
Virginia, T.S. Ellis, III, Senior District
Judge, 25 F.Supp.3d 842, granted candidate’s motion. Attorney General appealed.
Holdings: The Court of Appeals, King,
Circuit Judge, held that:
policy similarly unavailing in interpreting a
lease the text of which is unambiguous.
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KING, Circuit Judge:
For more than ten years, the FBI has
measured the physical fitness of its New
Agent Trainees (‘‘Trainees’’) by using gender-normed standards. In July 2009,
plaintiff Jay J. Bauer flunked out of the
FBI Academy after falling a single pushup short of the thirty required of male
Trainees. Bauer then filed this Title VII
civil action, alleging that the FBI had discriminated against him on the basis of sex,
in that female Trainees were required to
complete only fourteen push-ups. The Attorney General and Bauer filed cross-motions for summary judgment, and the district court granted Bauer’s motion. See
Bauer v. Holder, 25 F.Supp.3d 842
(E.D.Va.2014). The Attorney General has
appealed and, as explained below, we vacate and remand.
I.
A.
The FBI trains its Special Agent recruits at the FBI Academy in Quantico,
Virginia.1 The twenty-two week program
consists of four main components that assess Trainees’ proficiency and suitability
for FBI service, each of which must be
successfully completed to graduate from
the Academy: academics; firearms training; practical applications and skills; and
defensive tactics and physical fitness.
Various assessment tools are used to ensure that Trainees demonstrate adequate
proficiency in each component of the Academy’s curriculum. For example, academic
training requires successful completion of
a series of written examinations. Firearms training requires attendance at training sessions and the successful completion
of marksmanship qualifications. Of impor1.

Because we are reviewing the district
court’s award of summary judgment to
Bauer, we recount the facts in the light most

tance here, all Trainees must pass a physical fitness test (the ‘‘PFT’’).
According to the FBI, Trainees must
pass the PFT and thereby demonstrate
their physical fitness for two primary reasons. First, a basic level of physical fitness and conditioning leads to strong and
injury-free performance at the Academy.
Second, physical fitness supports effective
training and application of the elements
taught within the defensive tactics program, which include self-defense, combat,
and restraining techniques. The FBI developed the PFT to ensure that those aims
would be satisfied and to identify the
Trainees who possess the initiative and
perseverance required of a Special Agent.
The FBI requires every Special Agent recruit to pass the PFT twice: once to gain
admission to the Academy, and a second
time to graduate.
The FBI has not always utilized the
current version of the PFT. Prior to 2004,
prospective Trainees proved themselves
physically fit for admission to the Academy
by completing a timed 1.5–mile run. Once
at the Academy, Trainees were required to
pass a five-part test, comprised of pull-ups,
sit-ups, push-ups, a 120–yard shuttle run,
and a two-mile run. Despite the use of the
1.5–mile run as an admissions requirement, physically unfit Trainees sometimes
gained admission to the Academy. As a
result, some Trainees suffered injuries,
and the Academy’s instructors spent substantial time coaching Trainees into shape
rather than focusing on the Academy’s
curriculum. Moreover, because the fivepart test had not been formally validated
as a physical fitness assessment, the FBI
would not dismiss Trainees solely for failing it. Accordingly, in 2003, the FBI decided to develop the PFT, which would be
favorable to the Attorney General. See Rossignol v. Voorhaar, 316 F.3d 516, 523 (4th
Cir.2003).
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applicants challenged the transit authority’s use of a twelve-minute cutoff requirement for a 1.5–mile run on the basis that
female applicants failed at rates disproportionately higher than their male counterparts. See id. at 492–93. The Third Circuit vacated a ruling in favor of the transit
authority and remanded to the district
court for application of the business necessity defense, which it explained thusly: ‘‘a
discriminatory cutoff score [must] be
shown to measure the minimum qualifications necessary for the successful performance of the job in question in order to
survive a disparate impact challenge.’’ Id.
at 490.
If the transit authority could not show
that the twelve-minute standard represented the minimum qualification to be a transit officer, and the authority nevertheless
wanted to ensure aerobic fitness in its
officers, Lanning offered by footnote a
suggestion: ‘‘institute a non-discriminatory
test for excessive levels of aerobic capacity
such as a test that would exclude 80% of
men as well as 80% of women through
separate aerobic capacity cutoffs for the
different sexes.’’ 181 F.3d at 490 n. 15. As
the Third Circuit explained, such a solution
would achieve the transit authority’s fitness goals ‘‘without running afoul of Title
VII.’’ Id. The Attorney General thus contends that Lanning expressly endorsed
the use of gender-normed physical fitness
standards under Title VII.
B.
[2] Having considered the foregoing
authorities, we must ascertain and identify
the rule that is applicable in this proceeding. The district court rejected the FBI’s
contention that the ‘‘no greater burden’’
test espoused by the Ninth Circuit in Gerdom, and applied by Powell and Hale,
v. Duke Power Co., 401 U.S. 424, 430, 91 S.Ct.

authorized the use of the gender-normed
PFT standards at the Academy. Instead,
the district court relied on the plain language of Title VII and Manhart’s ‘‘simple
test’’ for sex discrimination, explaining
that, but for Bauer’s sex, he would have
been required to complete fourteen pushups instead of thirty. On that basis, the
court concluded that the gender-normed
standards constitute sex discrimination in
contravention of Title VII. We are constrained to disagree.
[3] Men and women simply are not
physiologically the same for the purposes
of physical fitness programs. The Supreme Court recognized as much in its
discussion of the physical training programs addressed in the VMI litigation,
albeit in the context of a different legal
claim than that presented today. The
Court recognized that, although Virginia’s
use of ‘‘generalizations about women’’
could not be used to exclude them from
VMI, some differences between the sexes
were real, not perceived, and therefore
could require accommodations. See VMI,
518 U.S. at 550 & n. 19, 116 S.Ct. 2264. To
be sure, the VMI decision does not control
the outcome of this appeal. Nevertheless,
the Court’s observation therein regarding
possible alterations to the physical training
programs of the service academies informs
our analysis of Bauer’s Title VII claims.
That is, physical fitness standards suitable
for men may not always be suitable for
women, and accommodations addressing
physiological differences between the sexes are not necessarily unlawful. See Lanning, 181 F.3d at 490 n. 15 (suggesting
that use of gender-normed cutoff scores
for aerobic capacity would not contravene
Title VII); see also Michael M. v. Superior Court of Sonoma Cty., 450 U.S. 464,
469, 101 S.Ct. 1200, 67 L.Ed.2d 437 (1981)
(plurality opinion) (‘‘[T]his Court has con849, 28 L.Ed.2d 158 (1971).
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sistently upheld statutes where the gender
classification is not invidious, but rather
realistically reflects the fact that the sexes
are not similarly situated in certain circumstances.’’).
At bottom, as the Powell and Hale decisions recognized, the physiological differences between men and women impact
their relative abilities to demonstrate the
same levels of physical fitness. In other
words, equally fit men and women demonstrate their fitness differently. Whether
physical fitness standards discriminate
based on sex, therefore, depends on
whether they require men and women to
demonstrate different levels of fitness. A
singular focus on the ‘‘but for’’ element of
Bauer’s claim offers the obvious conclusion
that the numbers of push-ups men and
women must complete are not the same,
but skirts the fundamental issue of whether those normalized requirements treat
men in a different manner than women.
In recognition of that distinction, we agree
with the rule enunciated in Powell and in
Hale.
Put succinctly, an employer does not
contravene Title VII when it utilizes physical fitness standards that distinguish between the sexes on the basis of their physiological differences but impose an equal
burden of compliance on both men and
women, requiring the same level of physical fitness of each. Because the FBI purports to assess physical fitness by imposing the same burden on both men and
women, this rule applies to Bauer’s Title
VII claims. Accordingly, the district court
erred in failing to apply the rule in its
disposition of Bauer’s motion for summary
judgment.
11. As his alternative basis for summary judgment, Bauer makes a three-pronged argument. First, he contends that the gendernormed PFT standards are not predicated on
any physiological differences between the sexes. Second, he maintains that the standards

C.
[4] Although Bauer has consistently
opposed the rule we adopt today, he has
argued in the alternative, both on appeal
and in the district court, that the rule does
not preclude a summary judgment award
in his favor.11 At the same time, the Attorney General urges—under our new
rule—that we direct an award of summary
judgment to her. Because the district
court did not address either Bauer’s alternative contention or the Attorney General’s summary judgment request, we must
decide whether to address those matters in
the first instance.
[5] We are not restricted to resolving
an appeal solely on the grounds relied on
by the district court. Indeed, we can ‘‘affirm on any legal and factual basis fairly
presented in the district court and preserved for review.’’ PHP Healthcare
Corp. v. EMSA Ltd. P’ship, 14 F.3d 941,
945 (4th Cir.1993). Furthermore, although
the denial of a summary judgment request
‘‘is not independently reviewable,’’ we can
‘‘review such an order when it is appealed
with an order granting a cross-motion for
summary judgment.’’ Nat’l Coal. for Students with Disabilities Educ. & Legal Def.
Fund v. Allen, 152 F.3d 283, 293 (4th
Cir.1998). And, if the facts are undisputed, ‘‘we are free to direct the entry of an
order awarding summary judgment to the
party whose motion was denied.’’ Id.
This appeal presents an added layer of
complexity, however, because the district
court awarded summary judgment to
Bauer on the basis of an erroneous legal
impose an undue burden of compliance on
male Trainees compared to female Trainees.
Third, he contends that the standards are not
consistent with the minimum performance requirements for Special Agents of the FBI.

